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PREFACE
The principal objective of the Space Energy Research
and Technology program in OAST is to improve current
capabilities for generating, storing, processing, and
distributing electrical energy for use in space systems.
With the advent of the SpaceShuttle transportation
system, NASA is actively involved in planning for
synchronous orbit missions which utilize the launch
capabilities of the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS).
Technological advances in space-power generating
capabilities are required for gaining the high performance
that is required by the combination of user and launch
vehicle characteristics. The two-day symposium at the
NASA Lewis Research Center was held to allow experts from
both NASA and the Airforce to review the synchronous
energy technology requirements. The symposium provided a
forum through workshops for discussion of the present
program and for making recommendations about the specific
technology efforts and the resources required to bring
these efforts to fruition. To lay the foundation for the
discussions, overviews of NASA and Air Force projected
mission requirements as well as the present status of
technology in the various disciplines were presented.
Workshop groups were small, yet they contained more than
sufficient expertise for lively and rewarding interchange
of ideas. The free and informal exchange of ideas along
with the dedication to produce a meaningful and
coordinated set of recommendations made the meeting highly
sucessful.
Sol H. Gorland
Conference chairman
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SYNCHRONOUS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Robert C. Finke
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
The power programs in NASA and DOD are presently structured towards pro-
viding the technology for future large space power systems. The synchronous
energy technology program is a program to define the technologies required for
future geosynchronous power stations and to collect and focus existing and new
technology programs towards common structured goals. The output of the program
will be a series of design data documents to provide design information and to
transfer the t_chnology to the involved community.
SYNCHRONOUS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM CONCEPT
• A TECHNOLOGYPROGRAMTOENABLEGEO,LONGLIFE, POWER(_5 kW, 10yr)
• PROVIDEFOCUSFORADVANCEDTECHNOLOGIES
• IDENTIFYNEWTECHNOLOGIESAPPLICABLETOGEO,HIGH POWERREQUIREMENTS
• INITIATEA CONTINUINGEFFORTOFACILITATETECHNOLOGYTRANSFER
SYNCHRONOUS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM SYSTEM BENEFITS
• WITHCURRENTPOWERSYSTEMTECHNOLOGYTHESTS PERFORMANCEAPABILITIESCAN
POTENTIALLYPLACEA lO-kW POWERSYSTEMIN A GEOORBIT.
• THEPROGRAMCAN PROVIDEA FOCUSFORADVANCEDGEOSYNCHRONOUSSPACEPOWER
TECHNOLOGYEFFORTS.
• INTEGRATIONOFTHERMALMANAGEMENTWITHPOWERGENERATIONPROVIDESIGNIFICANT
BENEFITS.AN INTEGRATEDPOWERSYSTEMCOMBININGTHEFUNCTIONSOFPOWER
GENERATION,DISTRIBUTIONANDCONDITIONINGWITHTHERMALMANAGEMENTWiLL
INCREASEPERFORMANCE
ENHANCERELIABILITY
REDUCECOMPLEXITY
LOWERWEIGHT
• AVAILABILITYOFHIGHPOWERIN GEOIS MISSIONENABLING,_
DODSURVEILLANCEAND DEFENSE
COMMUNICATIONSPLATFORMS
ADVANCEDTERRESTRIALBENEFITS
• COMMERCIALIZATIONFGEOSPACEWILLREQUIRECENTRALPOWERSTATIONGENERATION
ANDDISTRIBUTIONTECHNOLOGY.
SET SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS
• FREEFLYER
• GEO
• ]O-YEARLIFE
• DELIVER2.5kWAC/DCPOWERTOUSER(EOL)
• DISSIPATE25 kWOFHEATFROMTHEUSER
• DISSIPATE-3kWOF POWERCONVERSIONLOSSES
• USERDOCKINGFACILITY
• SHUTTLE- IUSLAUNCH(2269kg)
• TECHNOLOGYREADYIN 5 YEARS
• BATTERYSTORAGECAPACITY_-1/2 kWhr PEAKPOWER_0 kW
• DEPLOYMENTAT GEO
SYNCHRONOUS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS
• ARRAYBLANKETSMAY INCORPORATEINTEGRALTHERMALCONTROLFORRADIATIONOF POWER
DISTRIBUTIONANDUSERTHERMALOSSES.
SIMPLESTANDARDIZEDTHERMALUMBILICAL
• CAPABILITYFORPROVIDINGREGULATED,CONTROLLEDPOWERFORA VARIETYOFUSER
REQUIREMENTS.
STANDARDIZEDVOLTAGEAND FREQUENCYWILL BEPROVIDEDTOALL USERSFOR
PLUG-INOPERATION.ADAPTABLEPOINTOFLOAD(POL)CONVERTERSCANTHEN
BEDEVELOPEDTOMEETMULTIPLEUSERREQUIREMENTS.
• INTEGRALARRAY/POWERCONVERSION/STORAGESIMPLIFIESPOWERMANAGEMENTINTERFACES.
POWERCONVERSIONONTHEARRAYSIMPLIFIESROTARYPOWERTRANSFER
REQUIREMENTS.
INTEGRALARRAY/POWERCONVERSIONREDUCESTRANSMISSIONLINELOSSES.
SCHEMATIC
15ft _
15 ft
I HEATPIPE
SYSTEM
540ft_ AT
I  oOc166 ft
36 ft
_SOLARARRAY
DRIVE& POWER
TRANSFERDEVICE
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SYNCHRONOUS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY GOALS
TOPROVIDETECHNOLOGYFOCUS,A 25-kW,GEOFREE,FLYERPOWERSTATIONWITHA GOALOF
AT LEAST2.5-kW hr AND28-kWHEATREJECTIONCAPABILITY,COMPATIBLEWITHSHU1TLEIIUS
WILL BEBASELINEREQUIREMENTS.
TOATTAINTECHNOLOGYOALS,ADVANCESREQUIREDARE
(1) REPLACENiCdBATTERIESWITHLONG-LIFE,HIGH-ENERGY-DENSITYSTORAGESYSTEM.
(2) REPLACE28 V dc SYSTEMWITHHIGHVOLTAGEAClDCDISTRIBUTIONBUS.
(3) ADDRESSINTEGRATINGSEPARATESOLARARRAYTHERMALCONTROLSYSTEMWITH
INTEGRALTHERMALCONTROL
(4) INCREASESYSTEMSPECIFICPOWERTOBECOMPATIBLEWITHSTSCAPABILITIESFOR
25 kW IN GEO.
(5) RADIATIONHARDENING.
(6) REPLACECURRENTRETROFI1TEDPOWERSYSTEMCONTROLSWITHINTEGRATED
AUTONOMOUSFAULTPROTECTIONSYSTEM.
TECHNOLOGYGOAL
25-- 25
DODtNASA
SESGOALS
20-
15-
wl_j
10- 10
OOOGPS
SYSTEMS
5-6
5--
3-4 COMSAT
NASA SYSTEMS
POWER
3-4 MODULE
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SYNCHRONOUS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
CANDIDATESPECIFICPROGRAM ELEMENTS:
(I)INTEGRALSOLAR ARRAY/POWERCONVERSIONAND THERMALCONTROLSYSTEM
(2)HIGHVOLTAGETRANSMISSIONAND DISTRIBUTION(ACAND/ORDC)
(3)HIGHPOWER ROTARYTRANSFERDEVICE
(4)POINTOF LOAD POWER CONVERSION
(5)SYSTEM/ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONCONTROL
(6)SOLAR ARRAY BLANKET/MATERIALSTECHNOLOGY
(1)APPLICATIONOF ADVANCED STORAGETECHNOLOGY
(8)STRUCTURAUTHERMALIELECTRICALOMPOSflEMATERIALTECH.
(9)LONG LIFETHERMALCONTROLTECHNOLOGY
(10)HIGHTEMPERATUREELECTRONICS
(11)SOLARARRAY CONCENTRATORTECHNOLOGY
(12)RADIATIONHARDENING
(13)AUTONOMOUS ENABLINGSUBSYSTEMS
(14)THERMALENERGYTRANSFER
(15)SOLAR ARRAY THERMALCHARACTERISTICS
SYNCHRONOUS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE:TODEVELOPANDEXECUTEA FOCUSSEDTECHNOLOGYPROGRAMTO PRODUCEA
DESIGNDATABASEFORFUNCTIONALLYINTEGRATEDGEOSYNCHRONOUSORBIT,SPACEPOWER.
APPROACH:CONDUCTCONTRACTAND IN-HOUSESYSTEMSANDTECHNOLOGYEFFORTSFOR
A PROGRAMWHICHALLOWSTHEINTEGRATIONOFTHEMAJORSUBSYSTEMSFORSPACEPOWER
AND INCORPORATESTHETECHNOLOGIESREQUIREDWHICHAREENABLINGORCANBESHOWNTO
BECOSTEFFECTIVEOVERTHETOTALMISSIONLIFECYCLE.
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT APPROACH
REVIEWEXISTINGTECHNOLOGYPROGRAMSANDTHEIRPOTENTIALAPPLICABILITYTOTHEHIGH
ORBITSPACECRAFTENERGYTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM.
SYSTEMTRADEOFFSPERFORMEDONSUBSYSTEMAPPROACHESOFTHEHIGHORBITSPACECRAFT
ENERGYTECHNOLOGYSYSTEMPROGRAMWILL PROVIDEREQUIREMENTSFORFOCUSSINGTHE
EXISTINGTECHNOLOGIESAND IDENTIFYTHENEWTECHNOLOGYELEMENTSNEEDED.
SUBSYSTEMINTERACTIONDATABASEDONHARDWAREANDANALYSISWILLDETERMINENEEDS
FORTHETECHNOLOGYVERIFICATIONPROGRAM.
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT APPROACH
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SUMMARY OF ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
• ENERGYSTORAGECANBESINGLEHEAVIESTELEMENTOFPOWERSYSTEM
• REDUCEPOWERTO1_o IN ECLIPSEBECAUSEOFWEIGHTOF BATTERIESREQUIREDFOR100%
POWERIN ECLIPSE.
• BATTERYTECHNOLOGYMUSTADVANCEFROM18 (Whr)/kg TO55 (Whr)/kg EVENFORREDUCED
REQUIREMENT.
 
NASA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
OVE RVI EW
J. P. Mullin
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C.
SPACE POWER AND ELECTRIC PROPULSION
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PHOTOVOLTAICENERGYCONVERSION (3,2M/58DPY)
THRUST APPRDACH
o CELLRaT C-"- _.8%SICELL
50 _M SI CELL
---)'2 KW/KG CVD GAAS/CONCENTRATORCELL
MULTIBANDGAP
LIFE _ - RADIATIONIMMUNITY/GPw_S
(15%,i0YRGEO) L ANNEALING/RAD,HANDBOOK
--_ $5/W F - CBC/LARGEAREA SI/PEPCELL
L NoN-VACUUMPROCESSES/DOELINE
CONCEPTTRADES
o LOWCOSTBLARKETS/ARRAYS
- MODULEDEVELOPMENT
---->$30/WAT100KW
- LowCOSTSEPBLANKET
0 IIIGHPERFOR_A_CEBLAnKETS/ARRAYS- CONCENTRATOR CONCEPTS
>300 W/KG - PLANARTHINCELLBLANKET
GEO/PLAPIETARY
POWERMANAGEMENTAND DISTRIBUTION (3.4M/62DPY)
APPROACH
o COMPONENTS,CIRCUITS, - POWERTRANSISTORS,DIODES,SWITCHESWCAPACITORS
SUBSYSTEMS - CONVERTERS, CDVM,INVERTERS
P_>lO0 KW
- APSM(PLANETARY)HIGHVOLTAGE
LIFE - AMPS (LEO)
- AC/DCMODEL
0 _;IVIRO_IMENTAL"INTERACTIONS- CHARGINGDESIGNG/L/NASCAP
- HVPLASMA INTERACTIONS/DESIGNL
o THERMALMGMT - CONCEPTTRADES
- ACQUISITIONTRANSPORTREJECTION
COMPONENTS
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CHEMICALENERGYCONVERSIONANDSTORAGE (2.7M/43DPY)
APPROACH
o HIGHENERGYDENSITY LI PRIMARY
1HJIKG LISECONDARY
WAS SECONDARY
o HIGHCAPACITY TORROIDALNICD
-'--_i00KW LEO FUEL CELL/ELECTROLYIER
25 KWCEO NI H
,o FUNDAMENTALS NICD RECONDITIONING
_> LIFE NICD FAILURE MODEL
UNDERSTANDING SEPARATORS
THERMALTO ELECTRICONVERSION (1,7M/12DPY)
THRUST
o POWERFORNEP - JOINTPLANNINGWITHDOE/AF
- REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS/SYST DESIGN
---->20 KG/KW
- CONVERTER TRADES
TE/TIEXPERIMENTAL
BRAYTON ANALYTICAL
- HEAT PIPE/RADIATION COUPL_6
- GDSPLANNING
0 RTGCONVERSION - ADVANCEDMATERIALS/CONVERTERS
_>10 W/KG
0 STGDEVICES - PANELDESIGNS/TESTS '_
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ADVANCEDENERGETICS (i,3M/24DPY)
THRUST APPROACH
o ADVANCEDCONCEPTASSMT - OVERALLSOLICITATION/ASSESSMENT/REVIEW/WORKSHOPS
- SELECTED 'SEEDMONEY'SUPPORT E,G,,
INERTIAL ENERGY STORAGE
PLASMA HEAT PIPE
SODIUm4 TECONVERTER
LASER ANNEALING/WELDING
SPECTRA/THERMO PHOTOVOLTAICS*
LIQUID DROP/PARTICLE RADIATORS
FLYWHEEL STORAGE
o LASERPOWERGENERATION - SOLARPUMPING
TRANSr!ISSIO_ - NUCLEARPUMPING
- RECEIVERS
* CURRENTLY SUPPORTED IN
PHOTOVOLTAIC OBJECTIVE
SYNCHRONOUSENERGY"II_CHNOLOGY(SET)
_Jl: MANYUSAF& NASA_ISSIONSWILLREgUIREHIGIIPOWER
INHIGHORBITS
USAF:SPACEBASEDRADAR,SPACESURVEILLANCE,
SPACENEAPONS
NASA:COMSATS,DIRECTBROADCAST,ELECTRONIC
MAIL
OBJECTIVE: TOASSURETECHNOLOGYREADINESSOFSYNCHRONOUSORBIT
POWERSYSTEMSOF>25KHBY1985
BENEFITS: ENABLIMGWI_IOUTA NEHSTS
AUTOMATEDTOREDUCECOSTSANDVUUERABILITYANDTO
INCREASER LIABILITY
MULTIPURPOSEMODULECONCEPT
APPROACH: DEVELOPDRAFTPROG.RAMPLANATNASA/USAFWORKSHOP/_G-
APRIL/MAY1980
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PLANNING
o NASAADVISORYCOUNCIL- SSTACREPORT 1979
HIGHBENEFIT _ LOW BENEFIT
- >100 W/KGSILICONARRAY - AUTDMATEDPOWERSYST ADVANCEDNICD
- > 33 WH/KG NI-H - 300-1KVBUS/COMPONENTS
- 100-300VBus/COMPO_]ENTS
- 2200 W/KG CONCENTRATORS
- _ 50 WH/KG INERTIAWHEELS
- _50 WH/KG METHALSULPHERBATTERY
- 750 WH/KG H202 SYSTEMS
0 NASA/AFSET TECHNOLOGYPLANNING
- FocusTECHNOLOGYTOWARDGEO,_'25KW, IOYR
- IDENTIFYNEW APPROACHES/CONCEPTS
- ESTABLISHGOALS/ROLES/RESOURCES
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AIR FORCE SPACE POWER TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
R. Barthelemy, Tom Mahefkey, and Tom Hebblewaite
AF Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio
For the past several years the USAF program in spacecraft power tech-
nology has concentrated on obtaining major improvements in solar cell
efficiency, solar array survivability, and secondary battery energyden-
sity. Because of the nature of USAF requirements in space and the limited
resources available for the technology program, these areas offered the
highest potential and the widest applicability. Further selectivity within
these categories resulted in major programs in gallium-arsenide solar cells,
nickel-hydrogen batteries, and radiation-resistant, high-temperature solar
array components. These programs have been quite successful with the
attainment of 18 percent GaAs solar cells, 15 W h/ib Ni-H 2 batteries, and
array systems capable of operating at 500 ° C in high nuclear radiation en-
vironments. Future programs in these areas promise even greater improve-
ments in these basic solar power system technologies.
Results of recent DOD space power studies show a trend towards higher
power levels for future DOD missions. Consequently, the major new thrusts
of the DOD space power technology program center on the development of mili-
tary power systems which will extend capabilities to the i00 kWe range by
the year 2000 for the new classes of missions, while maintaining technology
applicability to the 1 to i0 kWe present (and continuing) mission class.
Although NASA and COMSAT programs will provide space users with high power
capabilities, they do not satisfy all military requirements, and the devel-
opment of a high level, high-power-density survivable space energy tech-
nology is necessary. Plans call for technology, subsystem, and "integrated"
power system efforts which emphasize performance, reliability, autonomy, and
survivability. Distinct roles for both nuclear and solar power technology
are envisioned.
In the next 5 years several new technology areas will be added to the
baseline programs. Because of increasing military satellite power require-
ments and more complex spacecraft operations, efforts will be initiated to
improve spacecraft power processing and thermal management. As these ef-
forts mature, a program to integrate all technologies to provide high-power
total-system capabilities will be initiated.
This briefing summarizes the military spacecraft power subsystem design
requirements, development goals, and_planned technology efforts.
The mission drivers of performance (weight and volume), hardening (sur-
vivability), autonomy, reliability, and miniaturization influence space
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mission effectiveness, cost, and in some cases feasibility in both direct
and indirect fashions (fig. I). Power system technology is mission enhanc-
ing in some cases and mission enabling in others. Both classes must be
addressed in development efforts.
Survivability requirements are driven primarily by nuclear weapon and
laser weapon threats (fig. 2). Both hardening and other survivability tech-
niques (e.g., threat avoidance) are under consideration. Details of par-
ticular threats and survivability and/or hardening techniques are classi-
fied. Concentrating photovoltaic systems may find use for high threat en-
vironments, by virtue of the shielding of the cell affected by the optical
component s.
Increasing autonomy, that is, independence from ground station command
and control, is required of military space systems (fig. 3). Power autonomy
can be attained by self-management of power and fault processing, improved
performance, and enhanced reliability.
Reliability (fig. 4) is in itself an important design driver for mili-
tary space power systems. Military missions for LEO require 3- to 5-year
life, while the GEO mission requires a 7- to 10-year life.
Performance requirements for military applications generally fall with-
in the I to 5 kWe regime for early applications (1980 to 1985) and may
grow to the 25 to 50 kWe range for some advanced surveillance applications
in the 1985 to 1995 period (fig. 5). Isotope dynamic systems may find use
for some special purpose applications (e.g., high hardness). Future high
power applications may dictate development of a reactor power system for
higher power.
Figure 6 shows the anticipated performance improvement trends for solar
power systems obtainable via technology transition from present photovoltaic
and battery types to more advanced devices. Major reductions in solar array
weight will be realized through cell efficiency improvements via silicon to
gallium arsenide to multibandgap cell transitions. Energy storage weight
reductions will be placed by transition from nickel-cadmium to nickel-
hydrogen to high-energy-density molten salt battery technology.
Figure 7 illustrates anticipated performance versus power level trends
for reactor-static conversion systems. The technology for heat-pipe-cooled
reactor thermoelectric systems could be system ready by early 1990's if
development and qualification resources are invested in the 1980's. Higher
temperature, higher performance reactor thermionic systems based on the same
heat-pipe-cooled core to converter concept could yield energy densities of
50 W/Ib or more, as compared with 25 W/ib for solar power, depending on the
specific design concept and energy conversion scheme. Presently, DOE and
NASA are pursuing only limited component technology development programs;
major resource investments are required beyond the modest levels presently
being invested if reactor power systems are to be prototyped and flight
qualified and to become operational. The thrust of the high power missions
for the 1980-2000 period may give impetus to enhance development. The
nuclear reactor power system's projected energy density, inherent compact-
16
ness, and probable ruggedness make it an ideal candidate for high power
military applications requiring maneuverability, survivability, and long
life.
The present Air Force power system R&D thrust is shown in figure 8. It
encompasses basic (6.1), exploratory (6.2), and advanced development (6.3)
in solar photovoltaics, metal gas batteries (e.g., Ni-H2) , and systems
level power processing and thermal control. Coordination with DOE on reac-
tor state of technology and applicability to military missions is also pur-
sued.
Figure 9 shows a composite space power technology 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3
resource expenditure plan for the FY 1980-86 period. The Vanguard mission
areas listed are those approved or advanced systems concepts which are
anticipated users of this technology.
Figure I0 lists ongoing and planned development work unit tasks in the
solar cell/array area. Major future thrusts are in GaAs and the multi-
bandgap area.
The impact of this advanced array area is shown in figure ii, which
compares conventional 8-mil silicon 5-mil coverglass flexible array weight
and deployed area with improvements anticipated with advanced cell types.
Individual array hardening tasks against nuclear, laser, and particle
beam type threats are shown in figure 12. Laser hardening of solar arrays
is currently being pursued by the AFWAL Aero Propulsion Laboratory and the
Materials Laboratory under both 6.2 and 6.3 (SMATH) programs.
Figure 13 shows the work unit breakout and time oriented development
goals for battery technology. The major emphasis within the Air Force is in
Ni-H2 technology, now under advanced development. More advanced high-
energy-density-battery (HEDB) concepts are presently being explored under
6.2 efforts and will enter advanced development in FY 1983.
The combined effects of improved array and battery performance is
illustrated in figure 14. The shaded area represents the schematic weight
decrease attainable in transitioning from Ni-Cd to Ni-H 2 and to higher
performance, molten electrolyte batteries.
The tasks associated with thermal control and high power management,
and their objectives are shown in figure 15. Thermal energy storage con-
cepts could be used for heat driven cryocoolers. Thermal management and
power processing for high power systems represent formidable outyear goals.
The evolving military space mission requirements are described in fig-
ure 16. Military operational uses of space were quite limited in the early
1960's. During the 1980's space will become an increasingly important mili-
tary theater and by the turn of the Gentury an important and vital segment
of military communications, command, control, and force assessment. The
future military use of near-Earth space will be to support and defend evolv-
ing civilian and military operations in space and to conduct traditional
17
military functions supporting national defense objectives. Current and
envisioned mission areas and functions in the mission categories of
communication, surveillance, space operations, and defense impact power
technology requirements.
Figure 17 illustrates a conceptual design for a space based radar (SBR)
system. Several design alternatives are presently being studied by the Air
Force, including a nuclear reactor powered configuration. National security
requires surveillance inspection and monitoring of an adversary's weapon
forces and their movements; this surveillance mission focuses on detection
and attack warning. Power levels of approximately I0 to i00 kW are envi-
sioned for radar and LWIR systems, due primarily to the need for active cry-
ogenic cooling of the sensor.
The envisioned power requirements range as a function of IOC are shown
in figure 18. The mission requirements and planned spacecraft developments
give rise to both evolutionary and revolutionary power system design re-
quirements. These requirements include life, performance, reliability, sur-
vivability, availability, and cost. The requirements may be divided into
two major need categories, low power (evolutionary needs) and high power
(revolutionary needs). All six of the power system design requirements are
strongly influenced by the operational orbits of interest. Military orbits
of interest include low Earth (400 to 600 m), both inclined and polar, half
synchronous, synchronous, elliptical, and supersynchronous orbits. Interest
in the later two orbit categories is based on their survivability advant-
ages. The variety of orbits give rise to a variety of natural radiation
dosages, a wide range of solar and eclipse conditions, diverse ambient
thermal radiation environments, and a variety of potential weapons threat
environments which must be addressed by the system designers.
The areas of common technical needs for the Air Force and NASA are
summarized in figure 19. The growth towards 25 to 50 kW after 1985 seems
certain. The NASA high power missions will likely center on large communi-
cation satellite applications; the military applications by surveillance
missions. Both agencies must address STS-spacecraft design compatibility;
throw weight to all but a few LEO's remains a design problem, hence a driver
for high performance power systems. Improved array efficiency and energy
storage density pace these performance needs. Reliability, life, power
conditioning, and component weight introduce new performance requirements
for high power systems which remain to be explored.
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SPACE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
PERFORMANCE
GREATERMISSION
, /' EFFECTIVENESS I
HARDENING t ;_ SURVIVABILITY____ EDUCED
' / REDUCED "1 _ MISSION
t _ LOWER
MINIATURIZATION ACQ& LAUNCH
COSTS
FIGURE1
SUVIVABILITY
Ill, MEDIATE REQUiP,EPAENTS (1980-1985)
[] [] •NUCLEAR HARDENED ARRAYS (10x JCS)
LOW LEVEL LASER HARDENED ARRAYS (SMATH I)
FLEXIBLE ROLL-UP ARRAYS
HARDENED, RECONDITIONABLE BATTERIES
MID.TERM REQUIREMENTS (1985-1995)
1"3[] •CONVENTIONAL WEAPON HARDENING
HIGH LEVEL LASER HARDENING (SMATH IV)
INCREASED NUCLEAR HARDENING
CONCENTRATOR ARRAY SYSTEMS
THERMAL MANAGEMENT SURVIVABILITY
FIGURE2
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AUTONOMY
IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS (1980.1985)
LOW SIGNATURE SYSTEMS
HIGH EFFICIENCY SOLAR ARRAYS
HIGH PERFORMANCE POWER SYSTEMS
MID-TERM REQUIREMENTS (1985-1995)
FAULT-TOLERANT BATTERY
ULTRA-PERFORMANCE HIGH POWER SYSTEMS
SMALL AREA SOLAR ARRAYS
THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
FIGURE3
RELIABILITY
IMMEDIATE REQUmREMENTS (1980-1985)
HIGH EFFICIENCY, LOW DEGRADATION SOLAR ARRAYS
LONG LIFE NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERIES
IMPROVED LOW ORBIT BATTERY CYCLE LIFE
MID-TERM REQUIREMENTS (1985-1995)
10-15 YEAR POWER SYSTEM LIFETIMES
REDUCED BATTERY COMPLEXITY
LOW ORBIT AND SYNC ORBIT POWER MODULES
FIGURE4
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PERFORMANCE
IMMED',ATE REQUIREMENT (1980-1985)
[] [] []INCREASED PRIME POWER(I-5KWe)
COMMUNICATIONNAVIGATIONMETEOROLOGICALSYSTEMS
GEOSYNCORBITWEIGHT CONSTRAINTS
SHUTTLEVOLUME/GEOMETRY CONSTRAINTS
HARDENEDSOLARARRAYS/Ni-H2BATTERIES
ISOTOPEDYNAMICSYSTEMS
MID-TERM REQUIREMENT (1985-1995)
I-'][] DL/_RGE POWERDEMANDS(25.50KWe)
DEFENSEAND SURVEILLANCESYSTEMS
SEVERELIMITING GEOSYNCORBITWEIGHT CONSTRAINTS
MODULARSOLARARRAY/ADVBATTERYSYSTEMS
NO REACTORPROGRAMUNDERWAY
FIGURE5
SOLARPOWERSYSTEMS
4Or
Ni-Cd7 WHR/LBGE0 HEDRB50WHR/I1GE0
30!- 4 WHR/IRLEO 25WHR/L6LEO 70
T
... V _
-_ Ni'H2 15WHR/LBG'EO
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FIGURE6
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NUCLEARREACTORPOWERSYgTEMS
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FIGURE7
ENERGY CONVERSION BRANCH
SPACE POWERTHRUST
• PROVIDETHE BASIC,EXPLORATORY,A_NDADVANCEDTECHNOLOGY
FOR SPACE,ELECTRICALPOWERSYSTEMS
• SOLARCELLS,SOLAR ARRAYS,METAL-GASBATTERIES
• LIGHTWEIGHT,LOW VOLUME,NUCLEARAND LASERHARDENED
• PROVIDEHIGH PERFORMANCELOW POWERSYSTEMS
• DEVELOPHIGH POWER,SYNCHRONOUSORBITCAPABILITY
• PROVIDETECHNOLOGYFOR SPACETHERMAL ENERGYSYSTEMS
• KEEPABREASTOF SPACENUCLEAR REQUIREMENTSAND
TECHNOLOGY
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SPACEPOWERTHRUST
TPONO.4
DEVELOPMENTGOALS: S0-1,SD-1,SO-3,SD-5,SD-6,C3-1-6,TW-1,HI-l, L&OS
LABORATORYGOALS: HARDENEDSPACECRAFTPOWERSYSTEMS
.VANG,UARDMISSION STRATEGICDEFENSE(SDSP,ASAP,SBR,DEW,.DSSS);TACTICAL
AREASUPPORTED: WARFARE(SDSP);RECCEIINTEL(ASAP,SBR);COMMANDCONTROL,
COMMUNICATIONS(SDSP,SSS,DSCS,GPS,SATCOM)ILAUNCH&
ORBITALSUPPORT;ENERGY
FUNDING$1000's
THRUSTSUBELEMENTSFY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86
i
6.1 300 350 350 400 400 500 5'00
6.2 1344 1230 2327 2561 2865 2860 3605
6.3 1650 2300 1945 3200 5300 5500 7700
OTHER 300 500 (2000) (2000) (3000) (5000) (5000)i
TOTAL 3584 4380 4622 6161 8565 8880 11805
I
FIGURE9
SOLAR CELL DEVELOPMENT
WORK EFFORT TITLE W.U.# FY78 FY79 FY8O FY81 FY83 FY84 FY85
SILICON MAT'L IMPRO. 23005302 _.................. 3
HI. PURITY SILICON 23035301 ['-_L_""--'3--_'ii._:3
SILICON CELL OPTM. 31451967 r"--- ._--_ ......_,._.
HESP PHASE 2 SI ' 682J0405 __
HESP PHASE 2/3 SIIGAAS 68230408 // 14% _ $6o0/w) __. ........\ _uu_wj,
HESP PHASE 2 GAAS 682J8406 :-:........ :,-. ,::
GAAS SOLAR PANEL 682J0407
MAN. TECH. GAAS AFML19YA _:_ ........... :-..._.__
SHEET GAAS TECH. 31451968 E_ , , • ,,,,_ ..... l
GAAs.CONCENTR. 31451965
CONC. ADV. DEV. 682J0602 _ 1
MULTI BAND GAP PH 1 0ASD19YA .... _, .,:,:;,_..,._...T,'_:,;;, "."_.
31451966
MULTI BAND GAP PH 2 0ASDlgYB i --
M.B.G. MAN. TECH. AFML19YB ( _i"_25°/._ --J
SOLAR CELL OPTM. STACK 314519X6 _$2S00_W-_J__,,
MULTI B.G. OPTM. 314519X7 _
CASCADED SOLAR CELLS 682J12XX !_ 30%
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IMPACTOFADVANCEDSOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY
(2KWe- 7 YRS.SYNC.ORBITEOL)
"-'-'--'I
F----]. i
CONVENTIONALSI ICON ADVANCEDSILICON GALLIUMARSENIDE MULTIBANDGAP
AREA- 350 FT2 288 FT2 205 FT2 141 FT2
WEIGHT- 215 LBS 187 LBS 170 LBS 145 LBS
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SPACE POWER THRUST ROADMAP
WEAPON HARDENING
WORK EFFORT TITLE W.U.# FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85
NUCL. RAD. HARD/EVAL 31451910 II
ESB COVERGLASS 31451962 lira ,fN UCL "\ __.__._._ /P,_RTICL--_E,
EsBOPT,M,ZAT,ON 31451963 ,.i,,_*JC?__EFE.S_HIGH TEMP. BOND. 314519X2 .
MULTI THREAT HARD. 314519X5,/ NUCL ,, t_."_--'" I" ..... il
' 1OXJCS LASERPULSED LASER EFF. 31451
SMATH ARRAY AFML
SMATH 4/5 AFML IIIIIIIIIIII
_ASER VULNIHARD. ADV CELL 314519X1 II
LASER HARD. ALTERNAT. 314519X8
SURVIVABILITY [81 = GBL 85 = SBL 85 = SBW]
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SPACE POWER THRUST ROADMAP
ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE
WORK EFFORT TITLE W.U.# FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85
NICKEL ELECTRODES 314521X1
NI-H2 DISPERSAL 314521XX
NI.Hz A.D.P. 682J
COMMON PRESSURE VESS. XD 314521Y1
COMMON P.V. ADV. DEV. 682J
NI'H2 FLT. TEST 682J -ADV.METALGASBATTERY314521XX _:_:_ '_::_,_:_.2S'P'_
FAULT TOLERANT BATTERY 682J10XX I ¢_
SILVER HYDROGEN DEV. 31452130
SILVER HYDROGEN TESTS 314521Y2 __ _ B_
MOLTEN SALT RECHARG. 314522Xl ' _'_'_"_,_..... _.......... _ _'_'_ T,.:_:.:. _ .INHRSII
NON-AQUEOUS LOT., RECHARG. 2XX kr_:._=¢_-__: :_:_ :: - .:_._.,_:i;_
HI ENERGY RECH. BATTERY 682J09XX "_'_-'" _ _ _" _"
f
PERFORMANCE
|
[ 1 WHPJLB _= $20 MILLIONIYR (WT, LIFE, LAUNCH) I
FIGURE_13
ADVANCEDSPACEPOWERSUPPLYTECHNOLOGY
(2 KWe- 7 YRSSYNC.ORBITEOL)
CONVENTIONALSILICON ADVANCEDSILICON GALLIUMARSENIDE MULTI-BANDGAP
11% EFFiCiENTSOLARCELLS 14,5% 16% 25%
CONVENTIONALiCdBATTERY ADVANCEDNiCd Ni-H2 HEDRB
4 WATTHRS/LBBATTERY 7 W-HRS/IR 16 W-HRS/LB 40 W-HRS/L.B
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SPACE POWER THRUST ROADMAP
THERMAL AND HIGH POWER
WORKEFFORTTITLE W.U.# FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85
T.E.S.RESIEVAL 31451949 E_:_:_-_:._..=_,,_,_=_._-_._,_._',_,_,.'._,...... .................
o ,,,xx • -
THERMAL BAS. RES. MGT 2308XXXX ___,_ ............................. .................... _' `-'T _: "_ B
NUCLEARPOWERSTUDY 682J0701 _:_: ................. _!.iiii._!!!!:i.!.._!.:!._:i j_UCLEAROWERFLTEST 882J0802' .5-1_W' i__ _ :_:!
HIVOLT. HIPWRARRCOMP 314519X3 _-_-_I_;,,,_:_: : :_ _' ;......... .... '.......:-"_"_ ".......
AUTO,O,Y [ ,O.l'KW 8S.SKW 90,.lO.SOKWJ
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SPACEPOWERTHRUST
THEFUTURE
1960 1980 2000
SCENARIOS
STRATEGIC
USSR UNSALTED SLIGHTLYSALTED HEAVILYSALTED
OTHERS NUCLEARCONTROL NUCLEAR TOTAL
PROUFERAllON PROUFERATION
TACTICAL
RRSTCLASSCAPABILITY FEW MANY MAJORITY
SPACEDEPENDENCE/UTIUZATION
STRAIEGICSURVBLLANCE NONE IMPORTANT CRmcAL
TACTICALSURVBLLANCE NONE SOME IMPORTANT
TACTICALNECESSITY NONE HELPFUL NECESSARY
COMMUNICATIONS NONE 50_ 100
,_PACFOEFEN._E NONE NONE SOME
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SBRConceptualDesiEn
SOLARPANEL- 10-50kW DC
LENSANTENNA- 30-100m
, _
';i71 s.-.-"
FEED
\
NODULES104- 106
• PULSEDOPPLER
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SPACECRAFTPOWEREOUIREMENTS
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AREAS OF COMMONALITY
25 - 50KW POWER REQUIREMENTS (1985+)
SHUTTLE/IUS LAUNCH COMPATIBILITY
HIGH PERFORMANCE/LOW COST GOALS
ELECTRICPOWER/THERMAL MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS_
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SPACECRAFT SYSTEM OVERVIEW OF SPACE POWER
AT GEOSTATIONARY EARTH ORBIT
Richard F. Carlisle
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C.
Increased power at Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) at an
affordable cost will have a large impact on spacecraft at that
orbit. This paper discusses the OAST Spacecraft Systems Office's
goals, power requirements at GEO, GEO environment and design
considerations, power system elements and opportunities for tech-
nological improvements, and a communication example showing the
value of additional power.
Introduction
The Spacecraft Systems Office's goal, Figure i, is to define
and implement new technology tasks that will provide cost effective
operational spacecraft for the 1990's that meet new challenging
mission performance requirements at an affordable reduced cost.
In Figure 2 the office addresses three classes of spacecraft:
large space systems at Low Earth Orbit (LEO); advanced spacecraft
at Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO); and advanced planetary space-
craft. This paper discusses those program goals and performance
requirements devoted specifically to this meeting's subject,
space power systems at GEO.
Power System Requiremen t at GEO
The Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) main-
tains a NASA mission model which documents NASA's 5-year planning
plus hopeful missions for the future. Figure 3 shows a
summary of the GEO mission model presented at a meeting of this
group in December 1978. Figure 4 shows similar information taken
from the model in April 1980. A comparison of these two figures
shows that the model is becoming more conservative. Storm sat,
disaster warning, and global navigation have been dropped from the
model. The requirements of the satellite power system have been
reduced significantly. The global communication system has been
replaced by the 20/30 program. A conclusion that can be made from
comparing these two figures is that there is a continuing require,
ment for power up to 10 kw and the additional power up to 75 kw
will be useful in the future. Consistent with OAST's goals, power
technology advancements should be accomplished at an affordable
cost.
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GEO Environment and Design Considerations
GEO is a hostile environment that has an impact on a power
system design. Spacecraft charging at GEO must be evaluated and
understood. Figure 5, trade-off studies must be conducted to
evaluate the impact of different levels of spacecraft grounding
and shielding. The high radiation GEO environment rapidly
degrades materials, parts and components. This is particularly
important because we are facing requirements for increasingly
longer life. Current life requirements are for two to three
years with goals of from five to seven years and future require-
ments identified for up to twenty years. The degradation and
life requirements are further aggravated by the fact that system
performance requirements are defined in terms of "end of life"
performance. Current brute force solutions to long life all
result in increased weight. The technology challenge is to
achieve 20 year performance life time with reduced weight andat
reduced cost.
The present transportation system to GEO involving the
Shuttle IUS combination makes an on-orbit maintenance philosophy
prohibitively expensive if not impossible. Systems designed for
GEO must meet spec performance with little or no scheduled
maintenance. This means reliability is a continuing requirement.
The present techniques are all using "pedigreed" parts which
involve extensive testing to meet tight reliability requirements
and are expensive. It is clear that the technologist must find
new solutions to providing this reliability at significantly
reduced costs.
The technologist must also maintain a constant awareness of
the manner in which his designs drive implementation costs. The
affordability issue of future space missions has put a major new
emphasis on awareness of controlling cost drivers with new tech-
nology. Continuing work with current materials and the develop-
ment and application of new materials with an awareness of cost,
will result in the development of cost-effective designs. The
significant challenge is to develop and verify these new materials
and designs for the GEO environment.
The application of automation techniques is expected to
reduce costs and improve performance of new designs in several
ways including, but not limited to: self test, management of
redundant paths, fault tolerant design permitting significant
degradation within spec, and the elimination of costly, continuing
ground operations.
The onboard spacecraft power defines the data management
system capacity in bits/sec. It also defines the size and cost
of ground receivers. The spacecraft power system provides inter-
face to all spacecraft services. More power on orbit at decreased
cost will result in a major redistribution of priority spacecraft
3O
services. More power on orbit also will impact the design and
use of ground receivers.
Power system weight is a technology challenge at GEO. The
power system for communication satellites historically has ranged
from 16-20% of total spacecraft weight.
Figure 6 lists some of the spacecraft system characteristics
that will be influenced by a forecast expansion of available
power. Current spacecraft are designed by the integrated analysis
and systematic distribution of spacecraft resources. Power is one
of the budgeted resources. If you can increase the available power
at no increase in weight and a decrease in cost, the total space-
craft performance can be improved. Added calibration and tempera-
ture control can improve the performance and life of the attitude
control system. Increased power can simplify the complex
electronic circuitry that is necessary for signal computation and
conditioning. Additional power will improve design margins of
electronics, and will redistribute spacecraft weight and performance.
Spacecraft system design studies are necessary to determine the
optimum utilization of more onboard power.
An Illustrative Example
A i000 beam, high power, short terrestrial tail, proliferated
receiver communication system has been chosen as an example (see
Figure 7) to illustrate the tremendous impact larger quantities of
affordable space power can base on future programs. This system
would locate a spacecraft at a longitude East of the United States
to optimize the incident of sunlight on the arrays during periods
of peak traffic at night between the United States and Europe.
It would base a multiplicity of small receivers located across the
country.
The shorter ground links required with many receiver stations
will tend to reduce the total system costs. Link characteristics
are shown on Figure 7 and a bit flow rate about equal to the
current national _elecommunications experience was assumed with a
market of 80 x 10u users. These assumptions calculate to an on
orbit requirement of approximately 75 kw of power.
Under certain reasonable cost assumptions it has been deter-
mined a communication system that has many small diameter
receivers with short ground links is a highly competative low cost
system. Examination of a variety of advanced communication
schemes involving proliferated interacting users shows that if we
can achieve a goal of i00 kw systems at $100(10)6 for I0 year
operational life, the expanded power system can provide sufficient
system cost reduction compared to present projected system cost
to support the economics of such a new communication system.
Thus affordable space power can open the door to an exciting
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new communication system that will stimulate the need of a large
new expanded terrestrial system. The ground portion of this
system will materialize as an expanding new industry.
Major Power Subsystem Elements
The series of charts contained in this section show the
system design considerations and trade-offs used in conducting
a spacecraft power system design and the design of the major
components that make up the power system. These charts display
the power system technology tasks that must be conducted in
parallel with hardware technology development.
Figure 8 shows the integration of considerations necessary
to conduct a power system design study. It starts with an
analysis of system requirements and concludes with system tech-
nology documentation for advanced development and a definition
of hardware technology requirements.
Figure 9 shows the solar array technology trade-offs. Note
that aside from the power system and component technology there
are major additional considerations that affect the technology
outputs. These additional considerations include the broad
areas of packaging, operations, and environment.
Figure i0 shows the design considerations and technology
challenges to meet the life goal of 20 years for solar array
actuators. Applicable technology may be from new advances in
mechanisms, or it may be in the design of control circuitry.
Figure ii shows the challenge of power distribution. The
major technology challenge relates to voltage level, grounding,
and techniques to transmit power across rotating joints.
Figure 12 shows the considerations of technology challenges
to energy storage systems.
Conclusions
Current spacecraft are designed by an integrated analysis and
systematic distribution of spacecraft resources. Power is one of
the budgeted resources. If the available power can be increased
at no increase in weight and a decrease in cost, total spacecraft
performance improvement can be provided. Added calibration and
temperature control could be provided that will improve the per-
formance and life of the attitude control system. Increased power
can simplify the complex electronic circuitry that is necessary
for signal computation and conditioning. Additional power will
improve design margins of electronics, and will redistribute space-
craft weight and performance.
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The major technology challenges for space power systems for
GEO are capacity 25-75 kw and life 20 years at minimum weight and
affordable costs.
It is further forecasted that as a fallout of the above tech-
nology goals additional power will become available. This addi-
tional power will make a major impact on future con_nunication
spacecraft design and will stimulate a broad new companion ground
based communication industry.
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SPACECRAFtSYSTEMS
GOAL
e DEVELOPCOST-EFFECTIVEOP RATIONALSPACECRAFTANDSPACE
OPERATIONSFORTHE1990'S
e INCREASECAPABILITIES
e DECREASECOSTS
FIGURE1
SPACECRAFTSYSTEM
i0YEARPLANNINGGOALS
ii /"
STEM TECHNOLOGY • PROPULSION • ATTITUDE i
SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION • THERMALMANAGEMENT
• STRUCTURESAND MATERIALS • MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEMS
I POWER • ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERACTI ON
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OASTSPACESYSTEMSTECHNOLOGYMODEL
CHARACTERISTICSOFGEOSMELLITESANDPLATFORMS
SIZE MASS LIFE POWER**MISSION NAME* lAUNCH OBJECTIVE
DATE (m) (kg) {yr| (kW)
STORMSAT 1985 TO PREDICT ADVENT OF STORMS USING 10 ! (11)
(MESOSAT) (P) SPECTRAL SIGNATURES OF ATMOSPHERE
PUBLIC SERVICE 1986 TO PROVIDE DIRECT DELIVERY OF 60 10 5 (H)
COMMUNICATIONS HEALTH SERVICES, IMPROVED
SATELLITE (L) EDUCATIONAL, PUBLIC SERIVCES
GEOSTATIONARY 1987 TO PROVIDE COMMUNICATION, 50 8,200 15 25 (M)
PLATFORM (L) OBSERVATION, NAVIGATION, SURVEIL-
LANCE SERVICE
GLOBAL COMMUNI- 1967 TO PROVIDE INTERNATIONAL, PERSONAL 50 30,000 150 (L)
CATIONS SYSTEM COMMUNICATION; ELECTRONIC MAIL,
(L) TV BROADCASTS
DISASTER WARNING 1988 TO DETECT ONSET OF FOREST FIRES, 60 10,000 75 (L)
SYSTEM (L) FLOODS, STORMS, INSECTS, ETC.
GLOBAL NAVIGA- 1995 TO PROVIDE ACCURATE GEOLOCATION q km 1,2OO 2 (H)
TION SYSTEM ILl FOR INDIVIDUALS, VEHICLES
SATELLITE POWER 2000+ TO CONVERT SOLAR ENERGY TO RF 20 km 10u 30 5 GW (H)
SYSTEM (L) , AND BI:AM IT TO EARTH
SPACE DASED 1995 TO ENABLE INTERGALACTIC RESEARCH 0.3 to 105 15 89 (L)
RADIO TELESCOPES TO DETERMINE ORIGIN, DEFINITION 3 km
(L) OF UNIvERsE, SEARCH FOR EXTRA-
TERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE
*MISSION STATUS: L, LONG RANGE; P. POSSIBLE
**CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF ESTIMATE: H, flIGH; M, MODERATE; L. LOW
FIGURE3
OASTSPACESYSTEMSTECHNOLOGYMODEL
CHARACTERISTICSOF GEOSATELLITESANDPLATFORMS
LAUNCH SIZE MASS LIFE POWER"
MISSION NAME* DATE (M) (KG) (YR) (KH)
C-7 NARROW BAND 1988 - 2
PROGRAM (0)
C-4" GEOSTATIONARY 1990 80X30 5000-8000 8-10 25-40
PLATFORM
DEMONSTRATION (P)
C-3 30/20 GHZ ANTENNA 1986 1250 1-4
WIDE BAND PROGRAM
(P)
GPS (A/F) -- 5
U-il SPACE POWER.T_CH- TBD 15-10XIOM 50
NOLOGY DEMO, (O) ARRAYS
A-15 VERY LONG BASELINE 1990 30-60Ms MINIMUM TBD
RADIO INTERFEROM- 1-22 GHZ, 3 YEARS (2 KW)
ETER (C) OUT TO 5000
KM
A - APPROVED.' P - PLANNED., C - CANDIDATE.' O - OPPORTUNITY
FIGURE4
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WHATDOESSYNCHRONOUSORBITMF_ANTOSPACEPOWERSYSTEM?
o HOSTILEENVIRONMENT
- SPACECRAFTCHARGING,ROUNDING,SHIELDING
- RADIATIONCOMPONENTDEGRADATION
o REMOTELOCATION
- WEIGHT
o SOLARARRAYEFFICIENCY
o SYSTEMOPERATINGVOLTAGE
o BATTERYCAPACITYANDDESIGN
o DESIGNONENDOFLIFEPERFORMANCE
- 10TO20YEARLIFE
o COSTOF REPAIR
o REDUNDANCY
o RELIABILITY
o COST
- DEVELOPMENT
o FUNDAMENTALWORKON MATERIALS,TECHNIQUES
- DESIGNANDTEST
o INTEGRATIONOFAUTOMATIONFORSELFMANAGEMENTWILLPROVIDEINTEGRATED
SENSORSANDSWITCHINGTOFACILITATEST
- LAUNCH
o REDUCEDWEIGHT
o REDUCEDINTEGRATIONTEST
- MAINTENANCEANDREPAIR
o FAULT OLERANTDESIGNTOMINIMIZEDEGRADATION
- OPERATIONS
o AUTOMATIONTECHNIQUESTOREDUCECONTINUEDDIRECTLABORBYGROUND
OPERATIONS
o COMMUNICATION
- 1000BEAM
- HIGHPOWER
- SHORT ERRESTRIALTAILS
- PROLIFERATEDRECEIVERS
- LOCATION(EASTOFU.S.TOOPTIMIZESUN@ RIGHTFORPEAKTRAFFICU.S.TO
EUROPE
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WHATDOESYNCHRONOUSORBITMEANTOSPACEPOWERSYSTEM?(CONTINUED)
o POWERSYSTEMCHARACTERISTICS
- AVERAGELOAD
o 1 KWOPERATIONAL
o 25- 40 KWFORECASTNEED
o 75KWCREATENEWMARKETSANDIMPACTSPACECRAFTDESIGN
- OPERATINGLIFE
o 1 - 3 YEARSCURRENTCAPABILITY
o i - 5 YEARSCURRENTGOALS
o 1 - 10YEARSCURRENTINCENTIVES
o 20YEARSFORECAST
- POWERSYSTEM10- 20%SPACECRAFTWEIGHT
o ARRAYS35%
o BATTERIES35%
o CONDITIONINGA DREGULATION8%
o DISTRIBUTION22%
- POWERONORBITDEFINES
o SYSTEMCAPACITYINBITS/SECFREQUENCY
o GROUNDANTENNASIZEANDCOST
- POWERUSERSONBOARDSPACECRAFT
o PAYLOAD
o DATAMANAGEMENT
o ATTITUDECONTROL
o INSTRUMENTATION
o THERMALMANAGEMENT
o COMMUNICATION
- MOREPOWERONORBITAFFECTS
o ALLOTHERSPACECRAFTSUBSYSTEMS
o COSTANDTHEREFORESIZEOFMARKETOFGROUNDUSERS
FIGURE5 (CONT,)
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IMPACTOFSURPLUSPOWERONSPACECRAFTDESIGN
o IMPROVEPERFORMANCE
- ADDCALIBRATION
- ADDTEMPERATURECOMPENSATION
o SIMPLIFYCIRCUITRY
- IMPROVEREGULATION
o IMPROVERELIABILITY
INCREASEMARGIN
o SIMPLIFYINTERFACES
o REDISTRIBUTEBETWEENSUBSYSTEMS
- WEIGHT
- PERFORMANCE
o PROVIDEMORESPACECRAFTSYSTEMSOPTIONS
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FIRSTORDERASSUMPTIONOFEXPANDEDCOMMUNICATIONMARKET
o ASSUMESHORTERRESTRIALTAILS
o ASSUMETHEFOLLOWINGLINKPARAMETERS
- FREQUENCY20GHz
- TERRESTRIALDISK0,6M
- TERRESTRIALRECEIVER300K
- BANDWIDTH100MHz/BEAM
- LOSSINATMOSPHERE102
- USERDATARATE105
o ASSUMETHEFOLLOWINGMARKET
- USERS8X107
- FRACTIONALRECEIVER/TRANS/DAY1,2X 10-2
THENTOTALBITFLOWIS
- 8 (10)7 X 1,2(10)-2+ (10)5 = 1011
o ASSUMEA SATELLITEWITH
- (10)3 BEAMS
- (10)3CHANNEL/BEAM
- (10)5BIT/CHANNEL
- 20CHANNELSIGNALTONOISE
o SYSTEMCOSTSENSITIVITYTO QUANTITYOFRADIATEDPOWER
RF GROUND
POWER ANTENNA POWER ANTENNA TOTAL
............. DIAMETER......PLUSRF..............(GROUND)...' '"
4,3_ ..........(0,6M)....... 0,1"...... 8...........9,1......
32 _ ...........(0,22M).................0_77......................0:159.............1,36....
o POWER GOALS
- 100KWSYSTEMS@ $100M
- 10YEAROPERATION
- PRODUCEADDITIONALUNIT_CH 2 1/2YEARS
OR
- $10/KWHR,
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FIRSTORDERASSUMPTIONFEXPANDEDCOMMUNICATIONMARKET(CONTINUED)
THISGIVESA
- 163.2DBW/MI2/HZX 108
GIVES
- 163,2(10)8 9(10)12TOTALRFPOWER
(43KWTOTALRFPOWERALLUS)
TOTALPOWERONBOARD
- 43(6)+ 50= 300KW
IFYOUPAINT_ONLY10%oFUS
TOTALSATELLITEPOWER0,1(43)(6)+ 50= 75_
FIGURE7 (CONT'D)
SYSTEMTECHNOLOGYDRIVERS
SYSTEMS STUDIES ......... _ .........
CO_tDN ENT STUOIE
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SOLARARRAYTECHNOLOGYTRADEOFFS
COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY _ ORBIT ENVIRONMENT
- SOLAR CEL_ - RADIATION FLUENCEE
PERFORMANCE
- OIqINATION TEMP
- RADIATION RESISTANCE PROFILE
- COST EFFECTIVENESS - ILLUMINATION PROFILE
- MISSION LIFETIME
- HARDENING
REQUIREMENTS
L I '
STOWED CONFiGURATiON POWER SYSTEM PLOYEOCONFIGUNATION
- VOLUME CONSTRAINTS - PAYLOAD POWER
- WEIGHT CONSTRAINTS OEMAND PROFILE
* LAUNCH LOADS - BATTERY CHARGING
PROFILE
" IUSISEUS CONSTRAINTS
- POWER CONDITIONING
LOSSES, ACIDC
- POWER TRANSFER AND
DISTRIBUTION LOSSES
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SOLARARRAYACTUATOR
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REVIEW DRIVE REDUCTION DESIGNS
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CONCLUSION
TECHNOLOGYMUSTMOVEFORWARDTOPERMITUPTO20YEARLIFE
INTHEGEOSYNCHRONOUSRBITENVIRONMENTATMINIMUMPOWER
LINKOF25- 40k'WFOR:
o MINIMUMWEIGHT
o AFFORDABLECOST
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FORECAST
ASA FALLOUTOFTHETECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTSJU TSTATED,
ADDITIONALPOWERWILLBEAVAILABLETHATWILL:
o MAKEA MAJORIMPACTONFUTURESPACECRAFTDESIGN
o STIMULATEBROADNEWCOMPANIONGROUNDBASED
COi'_IUNICATIONINDUSTRIES
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PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
FOR SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
Henry W. Brandhorst
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY- 18%SILICONCELLDEVELOPMENT
TARGET:ACHIEVESILICONSOLARCELLEFFICIENCYOF 18%AT 200TO 250MICROMETER
THICKNESSBY ENDOF FY 1981
EXPECTEDBENEFIT:
- YIELDSA CELLWITH20%MOREOUTPUTTHANTHOSECURRENTLYAVAILABLE.
FY '80ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
- ACHIEVEDOPEN-CIRCUITVOLTAGESOF 645MV iN0.10HM-CMCELLS.
- DETERMINEDTHATBASEREGIONCONTROLSDIFFUSEDAND IONIMPLANTED
CELLS,EMITTERCONTROLSHIGH-LOWEMITTER(HLE)CELL.
- SHOWEDTHATTHEHLECELLIS MORESENSITIVETO 1 MEVELECTRONSTHAN
OTHERDESIGNSANDHAVEPROPOSEDESIGNCHANGESBASEDON THEORETICAL
MODELING.
- AWARDEDCONTRACTODEVELOP18ZSILICONCELL.
FY '81PLANS:
- VERIFYANDCONTROLVOLTAGELIMITINGMECHANISMS.
- THROUGHCONTRACTAND IN-HOUSEFFORTSPRODUCE700MV VOLTAGEAT
q4 MA/CM2 CURRENTDENSITYAND18_CELLBY ENDOF FY 1981.
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LeRC SOLAR CELL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
FY 80 FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85
BASIC _ \I High High
EOL Elf. iEOL Eff.
STUDIES LPilot
RADIATION -_-_An_eal )DAM GE L_
I
F" LOW ABS
THIN & CBC ) { 2-Mil CRC )---- % 2-Mil CBC 2
CONVENTIONAL W/A_ _
CELLS HEWAC _ -
LOW COST _ Technology )T_ Prod. )
'@
_%._ LeRCRecommended
Changes in PASO
Target Dates
GaAs
ADVANCED
CELLS 30% CELL
IMPROVED DEVEL. Conc. Feas --
W/kg I
MODULES ADVANCED L L -- | Spa 'e i
ENCAPSULANTS " EL_ _PS I
EFFECTOFi MEVELECTRONSON CELLSWITHIMPROVEDOPEN-CIRCUITVOLTAGF
NORMALIZED0,6 IONIMPLANTED
SHORT-
CIRCUIT DIFFUSED
CURRENT 0,4 "_HLE(NOX-_Y)
0,2 HLE(X-RAYED)
0
1013 1014 1015
1 MEVELECTRONFLUENCE(CM"2)
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(HLE) JUNCTION
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m_
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SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY- RADIATIONDAMAGE
TARGET:DEMONSTRATECHNOLOGYFORREDUCINGSILICONCELLRADIATIONDAMAGEIN
SYNCHRONOUSEARTHORBITAFTERTENYEARSTO LESSTHAN15%BYTHEEND
OF1982
EXPECTEDBENEFIT:
- YIELDSUPTO25%IMPROVEMENTINPOWEROUTPUTAFTER1 YEARINSYN-
CHRONOUSEARTHORBIT.
FY '80ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
- IDENTIFIEDTHEDEFECT(B-O-V)RESPONSIBLEFORREVERSEANNEALING
IN20HM-CMCELLS.
- DEMONSTRATEDHATLITHIUMCOUNTERDOPED0.10HM-CMCELLSANNEALAT
ROOMTEMPERATUREANDSHOWLESSINITIALDEGRADATIONTHANCELLS
WITHOUTLITHIUM.
- DEVELOPEDIMPROVEDTECHNIQUEFORDETECTINGOXYGENINSILICON.
- SHOWEDTHATREDUCTIONFBORON,CARBONANDOXYGENIMPROVESRADIA-
TIONTOLERANCE.
RADIATIONI DUCEDDEFECTSINP-TYPESILICON
1.0
V-O-C
Ev+0.38
0.8
2 n-CMRELATIVE
DEFECT 0.6
CONCENTRATIONS B'O B'O'V
f
I
V-V _, F.v+0.26
, 0.2 Ev+0,23 ""
I
I Ev+0.2
I
0
0 100 200 300 400
TEMPERATURE(oC)
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RECOVERYOFRADIATIONDAMAGESOLARCELLCURRENTBYANNEALING
100-- CALCULATEDWITIIOUT
/ MEASURED
9O !
, /IIII CURRENT lRECOVERED 80 - !
% _<__.._..._CALCULATED--INCLUDING70 _ ""_ _,/ LDEFECTS
B0 , I I I I I
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DOMINANTDEFECT K'--B-O >K B-O-V
DISTRIBUTIONOFOXYGENANDBORONINCZOCHRALSKI
GROWNSINGLECRYSTALSILICON
(MIT- NSG3017)
BORON l!f • eee_8'e'_ee'*eeee"lb"• eeee*_ed_'V_e
CONCENTRATION_ .........'%,, .",¢"'.
XIOISICM3
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SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGYCOPLANARBACKCONTACTCELLS
TARGET:DEMONSTRATECOPLANARBACKCONTACT50,MTHICKSILICONSOLARCELLS
WITHEFFICIENCIESOF14%BYTHEENDOFFY1981
EXPECTEDBENEET:
- INCREASESCAPABILITYOFSEPMISSIONBY10-25%.
FY '80ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
DEMONSTRATED13%INTERDIGITATEDBACKCONTACT(IBC)CELL.
CALCULATEDPERFORMANCEOF IBCCELLSWHICHINDICATEDTHEIR
INCREASEDSENSITIVITYTO RADIATIONDAMAGECOMPAREDTO A
FRONTJUNCTIONDEVICE.
- DEMONSTRATEDREDUCTIONSINCELLABSORPTIVITYUSINGIMPROVED
BACK-SURFACEREFLECTORSTHATWOULDLEADTO IN-ORBITTEMPERA-
TURES15o C LOWERTHANPRESENTCELLS.
- DEMONSTRATEDHEWAC ELLYIELDSABOVE60%OFCELLSWITHEFFI-
CIENCIESABOVE14%ANDHAVERECONFIGUREDCONTACTTO FITSEP
A_DUSAFREQUIREMENTS.
CALCULATEDPERFORMANCEOF100PMTANDEMJUNCTIONCELLS
45
40
35
30" -25_...... 50
_ 25L -25_ .... _'_'__':._0_ RESISTIVITY
y ,
1012 1013 1014 1015 4x1( 15
1 MeV ELECTRONFLUENCE e-/cm =
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OASTTHINCELLDEVELOPMENT
o VOLUMEPRODUCTIONDEMONSTRATEDIO,O00/MONTH.
o AVERAGEPOWER_ 16.5MW/cM2,
o HIGHESTABSOLUTEPOWEROUTPUTOF_Y SILICONSOLAR
CELLAFTERix1015E/CM2(1MEV).
o ADVANCEDOASTTHINCELLS(>17.5MW/cM2) AVAILABLE
FROMSPACEQUALIFIEDSOURCES.
SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY- GAAsCELLDEVELOPMENT
.TARGET:DEMONSTRATEF ASIBILITYOFA RADIATIONTOLERANTGAAsCONCENTRATOR
CELLINFY1982
EXPECTEDBENEFIT:
- A RADIATIONINSENSITIVE,ANNEALABLEARRAYWITHPOTENTIALFOR
COSTSEQUIVALENTTOSILICON.
FY '80ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
DEMONSTRATED16%EFFICIENT,2x2CM,CVD,N/PGAAsSOLARCELLWITH
RADIATIONDEGRADATIONFABOUT12%AFTER10YEARSINGEO.
AWARDEDCONTRACTTODEVELOP5 CMDIAMETERCZOCHRALSKI-GROWNGAAs
CRYSTALSWITHLOWBACKGROUNDIMPURITYCONCENTRATIONANDLOWDIS-
LOCATIONDENSITY.
ISSUEDRFPTODEVELOPA CONCENTRATORGAAsCELLWITHPOTENTIALFOR
2000C OPERATION.
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NASA- LANGLEYRESEARCHCENTER
THERMALANNEALINGOFRADIATIONDAMAGETO GAAsSOLARCELLS
(1) CONTINUEDWORKON KINETICPARAMETERSSUCHASACTIVATIONE ERGYAND
FREQUENCYFACTORS(DEFINEDANANNEALINGSTAGENEAR200C).
(2) IFCELLSAREOPERATEDCONTINUOUSLYATTEMPERATURESB TWEEN120AND150C,
THESLOWBUTCONTINUOUSANNEALINGTHATRESULTSMAYBE SUFFICIENTTO
ALLEVIATEHEEFFECTSOFSPACERADIATION CELLCONVERSIONEFFICIENCY.
(3) IFANNEALINGOFPROTONDAMAGEISEFFECTIVE,OPERATIONWITHOUTA COVER
GLASSRADIATIONSHIELDMAYBE PRACTICAL.THUSTHECELLPOWER-TO-WEIGHT
RATIOWOULDBESIGNIFICANTLYIMPROVEDANDCELLCONSTRUCTIONW ULDBE
SIMPLIFIED.THECELLSTABILITYWOULDALSOIMPROV_SINCEA COVERGLASS
ADHESIVEWOULDNO LONGERBENECESSARY.
EFFECTOF PERIODICANNEALINGONARRAYOUTPUT
COMPAREDTO CONTINUOUSANNEALING
ATHIGHERTEMPERATURE
GAAsCELLS
1,00
/PERIODICALLYANNEALED0o0.9 L__8__C_____ -- F-- ARRAY
""- I
F_CTION 100o _ " I
MAX.POWER | "" ",,I_. CONTINUOUSLY
REMAINING0.8 I- 125° ANNEALED
L
ARRAY
1500
0.7
1 2 3 4
TIMEINORBIT(YRS)
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CONCENTRATORENHANCEDARRAYDEVELOPMENT
o SPECIFICPOWERIMPROVEMENTMARGINAL.
o OBVIOUSCOSTBENEFITS.
o GAAsISLIKELYCANDIDATEFORGEOAPPLICATIONS.
o CG_ 3-7NEEDEDFORGEO.
SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY- 301CELL
TARGET_ACHIEVE30%EFFICIENTPHOTOVOLTAICCONVERSIONI THELABORATORY
BYTHEENDOFFY1983
EXPECTEDBENEFITSI
- DOUBLESPOWERDENSITYOFARRAYS;CUTSARRAYSIZEINHALF.
FY '80ACCOMPLISHMENTS_
- CALCULATIONSINDICATETHATIOOXCONCENTRATIONAND80° C TEMP-
ERATURESAREREQUIREDTOACHIEVE30%EFFICIENCYINA THREE
JUNCTIONGAALAsSBCASCADECELL.
- TUNNELJUNCTIONRESISTANCEA KEYPROBLEM,MAYLIMITCASCADE
STRUCTURESTO LESSTHANFOURTANDEMJUNCTIONS.
FY '81PLANS_
- CONTRACTFOREXPERIMENTALDEVELOPMENTOFPOTENTIAL30%,IOOX
CONCENTRATIONLEVELCELL.
DETERMINETRADEOFFSBETWEENTUNNELJUNCTIONRESISTANCE,CONCEN-
TRATION_TIO,CELLANDSIZEANDOPERATINGTEMPERATURE,
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SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY- 50%CONVERSION
TARGET:DEFINECANDIDATECONCEPTSFOR50%EFFICIENTELECTROMAGNETICCONVERSION
BYFY1982
EXPECTEDBENEFIT:
- TRIPLESPOWEROUTPUTOFARRAYSANDREVOLUTIONIZESSOLARENERGYCON-
VERSIONBOTHINSPACEANDTERRESTRIALLY,
FY '80ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
- EXPLORINGPOTENTIALOPWAVENATUREOFLIGHTCOMBINEDWITHMICROMIN-
IATURESTRUCTURESTO ACHIEVEHIGHCONVERSIONEFFICIENCY,
- DEVELOPINGMODELSDESCRIBINGTHECOHERENCEPROPERTIESOFSUNLIGHT,
- CONTRACTORINDICATESTHATTUNNELJUNCTIONRESISTANCEMAYPRECLUDE
50%EFFICIENCYFORSTACKEDJUNCTIONS,
FY '81PLANS:
- CONTINUE50%MODELDEVELOPMENTIN-HOUSEANDONGRANT,
SEEKTO IDENTIFYPOSSIBLEAPPROACHESIHATMAYLEADTO 50%CONVER-
SION,
SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY- ADVANCEDENCAPSULANTS
NEWTARGET:DEMONSTRATETECHNOLOGYFORPROTECTINGARRAYSCAPABLEOF • 300W/KG
AFTER10YEARSINGEOBYENDOFFY1983
EXPECTEDBENEFIT:
- SUBSTANTIALLYREDUCEDCOSTSANDINCREASEDPOWERTO WEIGHTRATIOSOF
SPACEARRAYS,
FY '80ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
AWARDEDCONTRACTTODEVELOPTECHNIQUEFORELECTROSTATICBONDINGOF
50 .MGLASSTO50 ,MCELLS.INTEGRATEDCURRENTDURINGBONDING
IMPORTANT.
- AWARDEDCONTRACTFORTESTINGENCAPSULATEDCELLSINA SPACE NVIRON-
MENT(PARTICULATENDULTRAVIOLET),
- DEMONSTRATEDSINGLECELLPACKAGEYIELDING350W/KG- 50 _M CELL.75.M
ADHESIVEBONDEDCOVERAND25.M KAPTONBACKING.
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THINCELLBLANKETDEVELOPMENT
o LAYDOWNANDINTERCONNECTFEASIBILITYDEMONSTRATED- 1977,
o 75.MGLASSCOVEREDCELLMODULESDEMONSTRATED- 1979,
o PRODUCTIONPROCESSESNOWBEINGDEVELOPED,
- TEFLONBONDEDCOVERS
- OASTCELLSFROM3 SOURCES
- 50.MMICROSHEETCOVERS
- IN-PLANEINTERCONNECT
o 2000CELLDEMONSTRATIONBLANKETOBEFABRICATEDIN1981,
o SPECIFICPOWER• 250W/KGANTICIPATED,
ADVANCEDBLANKETTECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS
1000 / /
/ //
/ / /
800 / / /
/ / /
7 i_ /THICKNESS. MILS
BLANKET /
SPECIFIC
600
WEIGHT. /
W/K6
/ SILICON
/ GAAs
4OO /
/
/
/
200 / _ , i i
10 20 30 40 50
CELLEFFICIENCY@ 55%
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PLANETARYSOLARARRAYRESEARCH& TECHNOLOGY
APPROACH
o GAAs(GALICON)SOLARCELLDEVELOPMENT
o > 18%EFFICIENT,50 _MTHICK
o CELLEVALUTIONANDRADIATIONEFFECTSANALYSIS
o RADIATIONDA_GEANNEALING
o OASTSO.MTHINSILICONCELLDEVELOPMENT
o PILOTLINE
o 2 x 2 CM,> 13%EFFICIENT
o 5 x 5 C_, > 12%EFFICIENT
o HIGHPERFORMANCEBLANKETDEVELOPMENT
o > 240 W/KG
o CONCENTRATORENHANCEDARMYDEVELOPMENT
o GEOSYNCHRONOUSMISSIONS,300 W/KG
o OUTBOUNDMISSIONS,ENABLINGTECHNOLOGY5 TO10 AU
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LARGE SOLAR ARRAYS
William L. Crabtree
Marshall Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Huntsville, Alabama
MULTIHUNDRED kW SOLAR ARRAYS FOR EARTH ORBIT
The objective of the multihundred program is to evaluate a broad range of
concepts for reducing the cost of photovoltaic energy in space. In order to
provide a focus for the effort, an orbital power platform mission in the late
80's is being used to allow a coherent technology advancement program.
Specific Objective:
• Evaluate a broad range of advanced concepts for reducing cost of photo-
voltaic energy
Targets:
• Evaluate alternative approaches and produce technology development plans
for the most promising by mid FY 1981.
• Complete planar array low cost blanket evaluation in FY 1982.
• Demonstrate low energy cost modules by end of FY 1982.
• Demonstrate low energy cost photovoltaic systems by end of FY 1984.
*(Ten year life with maintenance at a captial recurring cost of $30/watt based
on 1978 dollars)
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ARRAY CONCEPTS
In keeDin_ with the obiective of evaluating a broad range of concepts,
shown below are five array concepts that are being investigated. These
invovle a range of technology risks. The high risk technology is
represented by thermophotovoltaics and spectrophotovoltaics. Each of these
involves manipulation of the incoming spectrum to enhance the system
efficiency, but have several unanswered technology questions, resulting in
an unknown potential payback. The lowest technology risk is represented by
the planar array, which has no technology risk and a moderate payback. In
between the high and low risk technologies are the cassagrainian and high
flux approaches.
PRIMARY TECHNOLOGY POTENTIAL
TASK._.__.S CHARACTERI STIC RI SK PAYBACK
• SPECTROPHOTOVOLTAICS BEAM SPLITTING HIGH UNKNOWN
OTHERMOPHOTOVOLTAICS SPECTRALSHIFTING HIGH UNKNOWN
OCASSEGRAINIAN HIGH CR MODERATE HIGH
CONCENTRATOR
• HI GH FLUX LOWCR LOW MODERATE
• LARGESILICON PLANAR NONE LOWTO
CELLBLANKET MODERATE
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FINALOPTICALSYSTEMDESIGNSCHEMATIC
PARABOLIC
J _PRIMARY /RADIATOR
_/ It BEAM SPLITTER _r_/;_. R / \
HYPERBOLIC_----------'_ | | / _r L_,'F_N/ \
SECONDARY
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SPECTROPHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERTER
In consists of a primary parabolic mirror and a hyperbolic secondary
mirror which concentrate the sunlight. The light then passes through a beam
splitter (dichroic mirror) or a number of beam splitters depending upon the
design. The beam splitter splits the spectrum, sending a portion of it to a
solar cell which is designed to convert the energy in that spectral region and
the remainder of the spectrum is passed, eventually either being split again or
going intact to another solar cell. In the particular concept shown, one beam
splitter is used to split the spectrum sending part of it to a GaAs solar cell
and passing the remainder to a silicon cell. The concept shown also uses com-
pound parabolic concentrators at the cell as well as radiator panels for ther-
mal dissipation. Of particular concern with spectrophotovoltaic converters is
the tradeoff between efficiency and the number of cells required since the cost
of developing new cells is generally prohibitive. Another major technology
concern is spectrophotovoltaic converter sizing which has an impact on concen-
trator development, radiator weight, packaging and the maintainability philoso-
phy, all of which are legitimate technology concerns in their own right.
SPECTROPHOTOVOLTAICONVERTER
tTECHNOLOGY NEED:
LOWCOSTHIGH PERFORMANCESOLARARRAYS IN LATE80's
• CONVERTERCOMPONENTS
• CONCENTRATORS- CASSEGRAINIAN AND CPC
• BEAM SPLITTER- DICHROIC MIRROR
• SOLAR CELL- SILICON AND GaAs
• HEATREJECTION- RADIATOR
• TECHNOLOGY CONCERNS
• CELL DEVELOPMENT
• CONCENTRATORDEVELOPMENT
• MODULESIZING
• MAINTAINABILITY PHILOSOPHY
• RADIATORWEIGHT
• PACKAGING
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THERMOPHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERTER
A thermophotovoltaic converter operates as follows: Solar energy is col-
lected and focused on a "black body" absorber within a cavity. The absorbed
energy is re-emitted from the converter with a 3000 K "black body" spectrum.
The inside of the cavity is covered with solar cells which are irradiated with
the 3000 K spectrum energy. Ideally the cells convert the energy in the 0.5 to
1.0 _ wavelength band into electricity and reflect the energy at wavelengths
greater than 1.0 _ back to the "black body" where it is absorbed and then re-
emitted with the 3000 K spectrum. The overall result is that the incoming spec-
trum is shifted to one which the solar cell would rather see.
The thermophotovoltaic converter has technology questions in the same
areas as the spectrophotovoltaic converter although the concerns themselves are
different. Major ones are briefly as follows: What size should the converter
be? Can existing cells and concentrators be used or is cell and concentrator
development required? Will radiator weight be prohibitive? Can the converter
or a sufficient number of converters be packaged in the space shuttle? And
what should be the maintainability philosophy?
THERMOPHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERTER
ITECHNOLOGYNEED
LOWCOSTHIGHPERFORMANCESOLARARRAYSIN LATE80's
• CONVERTERCOMPONENTS
• CONCENTRATOR- CASSEGRAINIAN
• CAVITY- PORTIONOFA SPHERE
• ABSORBER- TUNGSTEN
• SOLARCELL- SILICON
• HEATREJECTION- RADIATOR
• TECHNOLOGYCONCERNS
• CELLDEVELOPMENT
• CONCENTRATORDEVELOPMENT
• MODULESIZING
• MAINTAINABILITYPHILOSOPHY
• RADIATORWEIGHT
• PACKAGING
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CASSEGRAINIAN CONCENTRATOR
Below is shown a sketch of a cassegrainian concentrator concept for a
multihundred kW solar array application.
The cassegrainian concept shown would make up an array which would
deploy as a planar array and would provide 940 kW per shuttle launch using
an advanced concentrator solar cell. It uses a concentration ratio of 125.
500kW't'MINIATURIZEDCASSEGRAINIANCONCEPT
STUDYOFMULTI-kWSOLARARRAYS
FOREARTHORBITAPPLICATIONS
NAS8-32086 • 12mm THICKPANELSOFCONCENTRATORS
DEPLOYANDOPERATEIDENTICALLYTO
PLANARARRAYCONCEPT
l • FOLDINGMIRRORSYSTEMUNIFORMLY
__ ILLUMINATES4 x4 mmCELLAT125SUN
"_- INTENSITY
• CONE-TERTIARYEFLECTORP OVIDES
OFF-POINTEDCAPABILITYTO~4DEGREES
TOACCOMMODATEMISALIGNMENTAND
FIGURECONTROL
• CELLSCOUPLEDTOPASSIVERADIATORS
• lY'Wlkg,7Y'W/m2, 325*- 500*° kWILAUNCH
t PERORBITERLAUNCH
• MAINTENANCEAT1 kWLEVELBYEVA
* BASEDON12"/oCELLEFFICIENCYAT100°C ANDWITHANON-ORBITSTORAGEOPTION
1_oGaAsCELL
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LOW-CRCONCENTRATORCONCEPT
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HIGH FLUX CONCENTRATOR
The high flux concentrator concept shown in the previous artist's concept
is known as a truncated pentrahedral concept. Its basic building block is a
five faced figure with four reflectors arranged to form a rectangle with the
reflectors tilted to reflect the sunlight into the bottom of the rectangle
which contains solar cells.
The concept is capable of providing a total beginning of life power of
606 kW with one shuttle launch by carrying five (5) modules (module power
121 kW, module dimensions 50 ft × 250 ft) the concept has a geometric CR of 5
and can utilite silicon or GaAs solar cells. (The power numbers are for GaAs
cells.)
HIGH FLUXCONCENTRATOR
TRUNCATEDPENTAHEDRALCONCEPT
• GEOMETRICCR-5
J •MODULE SIZE -50'X 250'
• MODULEPWR - 121 kW
• SHUTTLECAPACITY - .5MOD
• TOTALPWR- 606 kW BOL
• SOLAR CELLS- OaAs"
"CONCEPTALSO ALLOWSUSEOF SILICON CELLS
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SELFDEPLOYABLEPLANARCONCEPT
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PLANAR ARRAY
The planar array concept for multihundred kW Earth orbital applications
shown in the previous artist's concept would produce 428 kW total power at
beginning of life. This would be attainable using one shuttle launch and
carrying four modules (module power of 107 kW and dimensions of 50 by 190
ft). It would use large silicon solar cells (6 by 6 cm).
PLANARARRAY
• MODULE SIZE- 50'X 190'
• MODULE PWR - 107kW
• SHUTTLECAPACITY-4 MODS
• TOTALPWR -428kW BOL
• SOLARCELLS- SILICON
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SUMMARY
In summary, the multihundred kW solar array program is pursuing three
discrete efforts.
The thermophotovoltaic, spectrophotovoltaic, and cassegrainian
approaches will be pursued because it is believed that they have a high
potential payback; however, due to the fact that they have high technology
risk, the funding will be at a low sustainting level.
Due to the lack of technology risk involved in planar silicon arraysj
it is felt that even a potential moderate payback justifies pursuing this
area; therefore, a two-year effort to investigate the cost of large/
terrestrial cells and cell blanket technology will be undertaken.
It is believed that the high flux array approach presents only a
moderate technology risk and yet a high potential payback; therefore, this
is planned as the multihundred kW centerline program.
The above is felt to be a balanced, flexible approach to meeting the
need for high and low risk technology options and allows emphasis to be
shifted as necessitated by future advancements and needs with minimum risk
and dilution of effort.
SUMMARY
eTHERMOPHOTOVOLTAIC;SPECTROPHOTOVOLTAIC;CASSEGRAINIAN
• HIGH TECHNOLOGYRISK
• HIGH POTENTIALPAYBACK
• PURSUEDAT LOWSUSTAINING LEVEL
• PLANAR SILICON ARRAY
• INVESTI GATECOSTEFFECTIVENESS OFLARGE/TER ESTRIAL CELL
• MODERATEPAYBACK POSSIBLE
• TWOYEAR BLANKETTECHNOLOGYPROGRAMPLANNED
• HIGH FLUX ARRAY
• MODERATE TECHNOLOGY RISK
• HIGH POTENTIALPAYBACK
• PLANNED AS CENTERLINEPROGRAM
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THERMAL MANAGEMENT FOR HIGH POWER
SPACE PLATFORM SYSTEMS
Richard A. Gualdoni
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C.
Spacecraft designed to accomplish the requirements for long
term orbital applications missions planned for the late 1980's and
1990's in which large amounts of electrical energy are generated
and utilized will introduce major thermal control and thermal
management problems that will challenge current technology capa-
bilities.
In the past thermal management was not an overriding factor
in spacecraft design and in general the dissipation of waste heat
and the control of spacecraft and instrument temperatures was con-
sidered to be a local temperature control problem. This was a
reasonable approach when only small amounts of heat were required
to be dissipated and which could easily be accommodated with
passive techniques.
With future spacecraft power requirements expected to be in
the order of i00 to 250 kilowatts and orbital lifetimes in the
order of five to ten years, new approaches and concepts will be
required that can efficiently and cost effectively provide the
required heat rejection and temperature control capabilities.
In October 1979, OAST initiated the planning to develop the
commensurate technologies necessary for the thermal management of
a high power space platform representative of future requirements.
The plan to be developed was to achieve technology readiness by
1987. Representatives of Goddard Space Flight Center, Marshall
Space Flight Center, Johnson Space Center, Lewis Research Center,
and Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories actively partici-
pated in the development of the plan. The approach taken in
developing the program was to view the thermal requirements of the
spacecraft as a spacecraft system rather than each as an isolated
thermal problem. The program resulting from these efforts are
described in the attached charts.
The program plan proposes 45 technology tasks required to
achieve technology readiness. Of this total, 24 tasks were sub-
sequently identified as being pacing technology tasks and were
recommended for initiation in FY 1980 and FY 1981. The balance of
the tasks were proposed for initiation in FY 1982 and FY 1983.
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Initiation of the program is currently underway with funding
of $600,000 to be provided in FY 1980. This is short of the
$860,000 recommended for FY 1980, however, this does enable all
the proposed tasks to be initiated. It is planned that future
year funding will adhere to the recommendations of the plan.
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TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTREQUIREMENTSANDISSUES
o IMPROVEDTHERMALACQUISITIONANDTRANSPORTTECHNIQUES
- HIGHHEATFLUXCOOLINGOF POWERGENERATIONSYSTEMS(SUCHASCONCENTRATORS)
O HIGH DENSITY COI_DPI.ATE
O EQUIPMENT INTEGRAL HEAT PIPE
0 COOLING HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS
- HEATRANSPORTACROSSJOINTS
0 FLUID OR HEAT PIPE GIMBALS
0 HEAT PIPE/FLUID INTERFACE HEAT EXCHANGER
O THERMALUMBILICAL
- MULTIPLESYSTEMACQUISITIONHEATPIPE
- THERMALENERGYSTORAGEMATERIALS/TECHNIQUES
o ADVANCEDHEATREJECTIONCQNCEPTS
- LIGHTWEIGHT(ESP,GEOSYNC,)
- MINIMUMLAUNCHVOLUME
- DEPLOYABLE/CONSTRUCTABLERADI TORS
- MODULARFORGROWTH
- HEATPIPEADVANCESOVERPUMPEDFLUIDRADIATORS
- ACCOMMODATESPACEASSEMBLY/REPAIR/REPLACEMENT
- MINIMIZEDEPLOYEDAREA/HEATPUMP
- WIDEHEATLOADRANGECAPABILITY
- LOWDOLLARS/KWOFHEATREJECTION
TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTREQUIREMENTSAND_SSUES
o LONGLIFETHERMALSYSTEMS
- MINIMUMCOMPLEXITY
- TRANSPORTSYSTEMFLUIDCOMPATIBILITYANDHIGH/LOWTEMP.MATERIALS
- MICROMETEOROIDCOUNTERMEASURES- INTEGRALSPACECRAFTRADIATORS
- COMPATIBILITYWITHSPACEPLASMAENVIRONMENTANDNATURALRADIATION
- MAINTAINABILITYVS LONG-LIFETRADEOFFS
o THE_ALSYSTEMS
- SYSTEMINTEGRATIONWITHPOWER_GENERA.T!ON,DISTRIBUTION,A DSTORAGE
- AUTOMATICCONTROL_ MICROPROCESSOR
- SUBSYSTEMINTERFACE/INTERACTION
- COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEMSIMULATIONA DDEMONSTRATIONTESTS
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100 KW THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM
HEAT TRANSFER L_UU_
ACROSS GIMBALS
C'QN,TAMINATIq N SOLAR F
• . ,' .
• "' HEAT PIPES _ THERMAL
' "." "., SYSTEM
._ONCENTRATE[ _ THERMAL
LOADS
HEAT LEAK
")(" TO-_PACE MULTI KW HV
p/ POWER EQUIPMENT
STRUCTURAL )WEq GENERATION
DISTORTIONS HEAT FLUX
THERMAL
TRANSPORT
1000°C PiPE TO
SOURCE FLUID LOOP
COOLER
0° TO 40° C EXCHANGER
INSTRUMEN3 'INSTRUMENT DEFLECTIONS
'THERMAL COLD PLATE INTERFACE
EARTH &
THERMAL UMBILICA l l l l ALBEDO FLUX
NASA HQ SB80"710 I1)
EARTH ""- A,, 2.,.eo
THERMALUTILITYSYSTEMFORHIGHPOWERSPACEPLATFORMS
OBJECTIVES
o DEVELOPTHECOMMENSURATETECHNOLOGIESN CESSARYFORTHERMALMANAGEMENT,THERMAL
ACQUISITIONANDTRANSPORT,ANDHEATREJECTIONFORLARGEPOWER(_>IO01(W)9PACE
PLATFORMSYSTEMS
o PROVIDEA 1987TECHNOLOGYREADINESSFORA PLATFORMTHERMALUTILITYSYSTEM,INTEGRAL
TOSPACEPLATFORMANDINSENSITIVETOMULTIDISCIPLINARYUSERLOADS
o REDUCECOMPONENTANDSUBSYSTEMLIFE'CYCLECOSTSANDPROVIDEECONOMICALBASISFORAN
EFFICIENTPOWER-THERMALSYSTEM
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THERMAL UTiLiTy SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group Top (#i) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1981
Thermal Management
i. Conduct system analysis Of thermal management system LeRC 60 75 -
requirements for a large capacity, high voltage utility
service.
5. Analyze centralized thermal utility potential for thermal GSFC 25 - -
control of multi-discipline instruments with varying
requirements.
6. Scope the platform thermal distortion interactions with GSFC 25 LSST -
instrument and subsystem stability requirements.
9. Investigate the redundancy and fail safe approaches to MSFC - 20 50
achieve reliability in thermal systems integration.
i0. Develop efficient centralized thermal transport and JSC 75 i00 150
temperature control scheme, i.e.,collection and
rejection, over wide band of heat loads.
12. Improve science/application instrumentation temperature GSFC 75 90 125
control schemes.
13. Investigate the impact on system thermal design factors AFWAL 50 50
imposed by military high reliability-survivability
requirements, e.g.,laser hardening, deployable-
retractable radiators, etc.
24. Study integration schemes for waste heat utilization LeRC - 40
prior to radiator rejection.
46. Study the conflicting relationship of incorporating an MSFC - 20 50
"up-front" thermal management system design with the
expected step-wise growth of orbital power systems.
Thermal Acquisition & Transport
18. Develop and test physical heat transport system inter- MSFC 125 150 300
faces for thermal umbilical, fluid/heat pipe disconnects JSC
gimbal Joints, flex joints, contact heat exchanger,
etc. components.
19. Identify thermal interface concepts for instruments/ GSFC 60 80
support structures integration into centralized thermal MSFC
transport system.
20. Explore new heat pipe designs to permit high heat JSC i00 150 175
transport that minimizes impact on heat transfer
efficiency.
16. Study contamination, surface charging and degradation GSFC 50 80 i00
effects on thermal control surfaces. MSFC
29. Develop high thermal conductivity materials for thermal LeRC LSST LSST LSST
joint interfaces.
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWEI_ SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group Top (#i) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center F¥ 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982
Thermal Acquisition & Transport (Continued)
32. Analyze and define thermal buss concepts. JSC 50 90 160
53. Explore application of heat pipes and solid thermal LeRC 60 i00 -
conductors integral to instrumentation and power GSFC
equipment. MSFC
Heat Rejection
37. Demonstrate heat rejection limits to extend length JSC 50 100 175
heat pipe concepts. MSFC
38. Survey and select competing heat pipe design concepts GSPC 50 I00 i00
for breadboard development, e.g.)osmetic, etc.
39. Conduct parametric scaling optimisation analyses for JSC 25 - -
high power heat pipe rejection concepts.
40. Demonstrate the heat pipe radiator interface perform- JSC - 50 i00
anoe with thermal transport schemes.
Life Cycle Costs
42. Analyze the "long-life" requirement in thermal MSFC 20 20 75
components and subsystems against replacement, modular JSC
assembly and maintainability tradeoffs. LeRC
GSFC
44. Prioritize low-cost driver technologies in thermal JSC i0 30 50
control. GSFC
LeRC
MSFC
Total 860 i 1345 1610
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group High (#2) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985
Thermal Mana@ement
2. Define a representative thermal load LeRC 50 25
utility profile for a broad range of user
and operational requirements.
4. Define the interaction of the spacecraft GSFC 40 60 90 40
charge environment with thermal control LeRC
contamination. AFWAL
ii. Investigate induced contamination environ- GSFC 50 50 50 50
ment effects on power-thermal surfaces.
51. Investigate the timing extent of proto- _SFC 100 i00 75 75
type and large ground test verification JSC
at the system and subsystem level.
47. Conduct modeling and analysis of thermal LeRC 80 i00 100 200
system performance and operating charac- JSC
terization.
Thermal Acquisition and Transport
15. Investigate thermal system sensitivity GSFC 50 75 i00 -
parameters to instrument and subsystem JSC
changeouts.
48. Investigate thermal system interfaces GSFC 100 i00 i00 -
(e.g. cold plates) with highly concentra- MSFC
ted thermal loads from high watt density AFWAL
devices and HVpower modules.
17. Investigate alternative fluids utiliza- LeRC i00 150 i00 50
tion and identify tradeoff options. GSFC
22. Study the thermal control tradeoffs of LeRC 50
inductive power transfer versus HVDC.
23. Investigate large scale thermal storage LeRC 150 100 i00 50
devices for heat load leveling and large MSFC
thermal transients. AFWAL
27. Explore polymeric and flexible heat pipe LeRC I00 - i00 -
utilization in thermal connectors.
30. Evaluate system capabilities of a repre- LeRC 300 400 300 200
sentative thermal transport concept JSC
employing fluid loops, heat pipes and
controlled heat conduction umbilical.
Heat Rejection
33. Explore centralized and decentralized JSC 80 80 80 -
systems of heat rejection, e.g., heat pipe AFWAL
radiators integral to spacecraft hull and
deployable/retractable radiators.
49. Define the potential and application of GSFC 100 100 i00 I00
advanced heat pipes, e.g. osmotic, ion- LeRC
drag, etc.
Total, SK XX 1350 1340 1295 765
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group Deferred Start (#3) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986
Thermal Management
3. Study the integration of thermal control MSFC 150 100 200 200
electronics, e.g. sensors and micro- LeRC
processors with power processing GSFC
electronics.
8. Do life support system requirements JSC 50 50 -
impose unique thermal management
constraints?
14. Develop thermal radiation environment JSC 180 300 300 100
and thermal analyzer analytical tools
for design and verification of large
power-thermal systems.
Thermal Acquisition and Transport
26. Explore techniques for structure heat LaHC 150 100 50 50
path utilization, e.g. controlled heat GSFC
leaks to outer spacecraft hull. MSFC
Heat Re_ection
34. Analyze thermal radiation environments JSC 75 100 i00
in novel radiator placement locations.
35. Study heat rejection integration with JSC 100 i00 -
higher efficiency regenerative fuel LeRC
cell-electrolysis energy storage systems.
36. Analyze special purpose power reserves MSFC 125 100 75
where exotic battery concepts, e.g. Na JSC
and Li, may introduce significant LeRC
thermal control gradients compared to
NiH 2 approaches.
41. Study GaAs concentrator or other high MSFC 200 200 100 100
temperature array concepts (e.g. thermal
voltaic and spectrophotovoltaio
convertors) require different approaches
in heat dissipation.
TOTAL, $K XX 1080 1050 825 450
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THERMALMANAGEMENT
80 I 81 82 83 84 85 86
UTILITYSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS,I I
TRADESTUDIES ICONCEPTS&
FEASIBILITYSTUDIES I I
t
COMPONENTTECHNOLOGY I I
SUBSYSTEMTESTS Ii I
I
SYSTEMTEST.VERIFICATIONI I r------
I
THERMALMANAGEMENT
(MILESTONESCHEDULES)
, 81 , 12 83 B4 I 15 I 86
I.DE_TIFY DEF0 SYS, PEFFORMANC
LARGE _LATFORr PROTO INSTR _ND OPEFATING
REQU.I_EMENTS CONTROLS CHARACTfRISTICS
THERMALMANAGEMENT
IDNTIFZ_EY Z_, Z_INSTRU- CONCEP SYSTEMS
COST MENT DESIGN OF TESTS
DRIVERS _EQUIRE" UTILIT
MENTS SYS,
THERMA_BUSS
CONCEPT HEAT PI E THERMALBUS
FEASIS1 LITY CONCEPT _ _ST$
ACQUISITION& TRANSPORT z_l, V VTE;_S _"/Z_ /x " ' i
HEAT IPE BR! _DBOARD HEAT_ OAD
VS PU! PED THEF_AL BUS_ LEVELING
FLUID TI_J)EOFF TECHN[QUES
IGH HEA NO__L
RANSPOR CONSTFJCTABLE RADI_ fOR
.RADIATOR__ :SIGN R'DIA _ :LT TESII RLAC' 'ENT
I,_ _7 _NALYSIS
I _EAT-PIP_ APPLICA I01
I _EJECTIO_I
I /LIMITS/
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
RESOURCE 1987 TECHNOLOGY READINESS SCHEDULE, $K (FY '805}
I TASK_, FY '79 FY _80 74 _81 PY _82 PY *83 PY _84 FY _85 FY '86 TOTALS
THERMAL MANAGEMENT 4297
Priority |1 ii 47 290 445 550
Priority #2 5 320 335 315 365
Priority #3 3 380 450 500 300
THERMAL ACQUISITION 5030
& TRANSPORT
Priority |I 7 75 445 650 735
Priority #2 7 850 825 800 300
Priority #3 1 150 100 50 50
HEAT REJECTION 2815
Priority |1 4 125 250 375
Priority #2 2 180 180 180 i00
Priority #3 4 550 500 275 I00
TOTAL 122 860 1345 '3010 2420 2345 1590 450 12_42
THERMALMANAGEMENT
(MAJOR.CENTEREFFORTS)
JS_...CC LERC GSF.___.C.C MSF._.C.C
o DEVELOPTHEPJ'IAL o THERMALSYSTEM o COOLINGANDCONTROL• THERMALCONTROL
TRANSPORTANDTEM- REQUIREMENTSFOR OFMULTI-DISCIPLINESURFACES
PERATURECONTROL LARGEPLATFORMS INSTRUMENTS
• THERMALSYSTEMS
SCHEMES • THERMALCONTROL • THERMALINTERFACE INTEGRATION
o THERMALBUSS TRADEOFFS CONCEPTSFOR
= ITRANSPORTSYSTEM
• HEATREJECTIONCON- o WASTEHEAT INSTRUMENTS INTERFACES
CEPTSANALYSIS UTILIZATION , HEAT'PIPED SIGN
= RADIATORSCONCEpTSje HIGHTHERMALCON- CONCEPTS
DEPLOYABLE,CON- DUCTIVITYMATERIALS
STRUCTABLE
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FY1980THERMALMANAGEMENTPROGRAM
JSC: 300K
o HEATPIPEFEASIBILITYDEMONSTRATION
o BEGINRADIATORSYSTEMDESIGN
o IDENTIFICATIONOFTHERMALBUSSREQUIREMENTS& CONCEPTDEFINITION
o IDENTIFICATIONOF INTERFACER QUIREMENTS
MSFC:60K
o THERMALCONTROLCOATINGS
LERC:120K
o CONTINUEVOUGHTSTUDY(UNMANNEDMODULEPROBLEMS,INTEGRATIONPROBLEMSWITH
THERMALBUSSCONCEPT)
o PRELIMINARYEFFORTSFORMEASUREMENTOFHIGHPERFORMANCESOLIDTHERMALCONDUCTORS
GSFC:120K
o IDENTIFYINSTRUMENTTHERMALCONTROLREQUIREMENTS& INSTRUMENTTECHNOLOGIES
o SELECTIONFHEATTRANSFERDEVICESFORBREADBOARDDEVELOPMENT
THERMALMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
BENEFITS
o IMPROVEBASISFORSCALE-UPTOVERYLARGEPOWERSYSTEMS
o PROVIDECOMMENSURATEDATABASEINTHERMALUTILITYDESIGNOPTIONSFORLARGECAPACITY,
HIGHVOLTAGEPOWERGENERATIONA DSTORAGECAPABILITIES
o REDUCEDRISKBY EXPANDINGEXPERIENCE/DATABASEINLONG-LIFEANDHIGHTEMPERATURE
COMPONENTSANDMINIMIZINGSYST_DESIGNCOMPLEXITY
o REDUCEDDEVELOPMENTCOSTSTHROUGHMODULARITY,SYSTEMSLEVELDESIGNAPPROACH,INTEGRA-
TIONWITHOTHERSUBSYSTEMS,REDUCEDWEIGHTANDVOLUME
o IMPROVED.UTILIZATIONOFORBITERANDSHUTTLECAPABILITIES
o EXTENDEDLIFETIMETHROUGHMAINTAINABILITY/REPLACEABILITY,MATERIALSCOMPATIBILITY,AND
REDUCEDADVERSENVIRONMENTALINTERACTIONS
o REDUCEDOPERATIONALANDPAYLOADINTEGRATIONCOSTSWITHCENTRALIZEDPOWER-THERMALSYSTEM
o REDUCEDCOSTSFORALLUSERSTHROUGHINSTRUMENTTHERMALDESIGNIMPROVEMENTSAND
CENTRALIZEDTHERMAlUTILITY
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ELECTROCHEMICAL ORBITAL ENERGY STORAGE (ECOES)
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Hoyt McBryar
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
Since the earliest days of manned space flight utilizing fuel cell Dower
systems, the potential for increased mission duration, which may be made
possible by recycling reactants, has been a strong attraction to advanced
mission planners and technologists. Studies have been conducted since the
mid-60's geared toward assessing this potential in light of the missions in
vogue at the time. This concept is generally referred to as a Regenerative
Fuel Cell System. The concept will now be reviewed by describing salient
features, study history, study results, technology base, and an overview of
the on-going technology program. Finally, several illustrations will be
given depicting the versatility and flexibility of a Regenerative Fuel Cell
Power and Energy Storage System.
The principal elements of a Regenerative Fuel Cell System combine the fuel
cell and electrolysis cell with a photovoltaic solar cell array, alona with
fluid storage and transfer equipment. The power output of the array _for
LEO) must be roughly triple the load requirements of the vehicle since the
electrolyzers must receive about double the fuel cell output power in order
to regenerate the reactants (2/3 of the array power) while I/3 of the array
power supplies the vehicle base load. The working fluids are essentially
recycled indefinitely. Any resupply requirements necessitated by leakage
or inefficient reclamation is water - an ideal material to handle and trans-
port. Any variation in energy storage capacity impacts only the fluid
storage portion, and the system is insensitive to use of reserve reactant
capacity.
CONCEPTFEATURES- REGENERATIVEFUELCELLSYSTEM
0 MATESH2102 FUELCELLSANDELECTROLYSISCELLSWITHPNOTOVOLTAICSOLARCELLARRAYS.
0 RECYCLESWORKINGFLUIDS(H20/H2/O2) INDEFINITELY.
0 RESUPPLYREQUIREMENTS- WATER.
0 ENERGYSTORAGECAPACITYVARIATIONS- FLUIDTANKS.
0 DEEPDISCHARGEINSENSITIVITY- USEOF RESERVECAPACITY.
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In addition to several analyses conducted within the Agency,
four specific studies were contracted for. The first was
conducted by NAR as an add-on task for the Modular Space
Station Study to compare the concept with a NiCd battery
system for a 6-man, 25 kW vehicle. Lockheed and Life Systems
then performed detailed design analyses of the approach and
produced Design Data Handbooks. The most recent effort was a
McDonnel-Douglas Space Construction Base Study requiring a
100 kW e power system.
HISTORY- RFCSYSTEMSTUDIES
0 NAR- 1972,MODULARSPACESTATION,PHASEB EXTENSION
6-MAN,25 KW,10YEARLIFE
0 LMSD- 1972,DETAILEDSYSTEMDESIGNDATAHANDBOOK
0 LSI -1972,DETAILEDSYSTEMDESIGNDATAHANDBOOK
0 MDAC- 1977,SPACECONSTRUCTIONBASESYSTEMSANALYSIS
100KW,10YEARLIFE
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The analysis was performed in the Rockwell study as to how the
seasonal solar angle may relate to the RFC System. This is
plotted in terms of excess reactant production capability.
It is shown that the total annual excess rate is 7,327 pounds
for the basic 25 kW (net) system. Thus by sizing storage tank
capacity to store the excess, the array size can be proportionately
reduced.
_3
The 24-hour day was divided into a 14-hour work (high activity)
period and a 10-hour sleep (low activity) period. By optimizing
the reactant storage capacity and sizing the array for a 24-hour
average day, it is seen that at a fixed charge-discharge efficiency,
the array power (size) may be reduced by about 10%.
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The effect of this is shown for the RFC vs. the NiCd battery sys-
tem. Case 1 is for the 14/10 hour work/sleep design, and case 2 is
is for the 24-hour average. The RFC weight adjusts downward
slightly, while the battery system, because of the linear relation-
ship of weight vs. capacity, must increase by approximately 2700
pounds.
N_C_ BA1.ER_ E.".ERGY STORAG[
•IDC _ :)._;:_3 941,0 ,'J-'_ " -'_
'
LOW POIENTIAL FOR EFFICIS_I_CY IMPROVEMENT
REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL EkERGY STORAGE
qgRFC , 0.';2t(0.91_,0623, c =:_
i __, S:?._..GE 'uEk c[_L 2NV EFFICIENCY _,IPROVE;,:E_.T
L.____ _ _ WITH SHUiII.[ ADVANCED
T FUEL CELL TECH,',.OLOGY
Figure 6-40. EPS Energy Storage Efficiency Analyses
Table 6-19. Solar Array Area Comparison
SOLAR ARRAYAREASENSITIVE TO
• ENERGY STORAGECONCEM E;FICIENCY
• | NERGY SIORAGE CAPACITY
NiCd REGENERATIVE
_.NERGY STORAGECONCEPT IIAITERIES FUEL CELL_
CHARGE/DI$CH EFFICIENCY 0,625 0.525
CA,S[ I
fK)LAR ARRAY$1ZiO
IO 14MR WORY_DAY
LOAD. ENERGY STORAGE 31.21 KW 31,21 KW
TOTAL EPSLOSSE'!. 13.64
SOLARARRAYPOWER#, 44.8 _ t 49.00
SOLARARRAYAREA,ET_ _ I ,:=
ENERGY STORAGE WEIGHT tR _ II _T"__C._.'
EPSSURSYSTEMV,'E,OHTL5 22,932 _ ; 16,81_CASE2 -- ,t
SO_AR ARRAy $1;'ED
TO 24 HOUR AVERAGE
LOAD • ENERGY STORAGE 27.8_ kW 27.85 KW
IOIAL {P$ LOSS[ _. I I. 7._ h;,:,_)
SOLAR ARRAYPOWERtl. -_ 4"J._"
SOLARARRAYAREA EFT2) _.980 F" "_'-6]
,N,GY$,ORAG,_.G.E,L,,_ I _:_
IPS SURSYSIEMWEIGHT, (LEI 25,620 j _ 351
liND C¢r LIFE POWER, 36".. DEGRADATION ASSUMED
DECREASED SOLAR ARRAY AREA FOR REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL E_,_ERGY SIORA(:E
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The MDAC Study results compare the four energy storage systems
studied. The RFC ranges from 25% lighter to less than 1/2 the
weight of competitors. Ten year resupply weight is even more
pronounced as is energy density. And, as alluded to earlier,
deep discharge (depleting the reactant supply) has no adverse
effect upon the Regenerative Fuel Cell System.
ENERGYSTORAGE CHARACTERISTICSSUMMARY*
ADVANCED REGENERATIVE
NiCd NiCd NiH2 FUELCELLS
ARRAYOUTPUT,BOL,KWe
• TYPICAL 214.7 209.0 217.1 230.7
• SOLARORIENTED 233.4 227.2 236.0 2.50.8
ARRAYAREA,M2 2,407 2,343 2,434 2,587
STORAGEEFFICIENCY,% 62 6.5.7 60.B 54.1
DEPTHOF DISCHARGE,% 14.5 14.5 18.6 33
ENERGYDENS,ITY(2),W-HIKG 3.931,27.086.39144.1 9.491.51 25.0175.1<---
EXPECTEDLIFE,YEAR
• DEMONSTRATED 3.33 NONE ~I 5+13+(I)
• DEsIGN 3.33 3.33 3.33 5
• POTENTIAL 5 5 I0 I0
PEAKLOADCAPABILITY ~IOX ~IOX 2-10X "-4X
LOADAVERAG!NGPOTENTIAL FAIR FAIR FAIR GOOD
LAUNCHWEIGHT,KG 34.763 25.868 21,4,50 16.083
RESUPPLYWEIGHT(I0YR),KG 41,919 25,746 17,3,56 2.994 w.-
"100KWe AVERAGEAT INVERTEROUTPUT;FABAND ASSEMBLYPOWER PLATFORM
(1)FUELCELLIELECTROLYSIS CELL
(2)BATTERY:USEABLE/ABSOLUTE
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A weight summary of a study conducted by JSC in 1979 is shown
for a 35, i00, and 250 kW system. Capacity was sized for a
2-hour period. Thus, for a 100 kW system, the lO-year weight
to orbit, 200,000 WH, yields an energy density of 15.5 WH/Ib.
For direct comparison with a battery system, it may be necessary
to subtract out those elements no@ normally included in the
energy density figure.
H2-O 2 (DEDICATED UNITS) WEIGHTS, kg
ITEM POWER LEVEL-kW
35 i00 250
Fuel Cell Unit (FCU) 196 487 1,118
Electolysis Unit (ED) . 522 949 2,373
Hydrogen Tank 51 iii 280
Oxygen Tank 31 63 137
Water Tank, Low Press. 2 4 7
Water Tank, High Press. 2 4 7
Power Supply to EU 90 257 643
Regulator 80 230 574
Piping 23 34 57
Pipe Fittings and Valves 23 34 57
Pump, Water Circ. and Press. 9 18 34
Structure* 97 211 524
Reactant 8 22 55
Incremental Solar Array** 348 995 2,484
Incremental Radiator 180 515 1,287
Total Weight 1,662 3,934 9,737
Ten-Year Weight to Orbit; 5-Year Life 2r559 5r857 14r579
*Structure weight assumed as 10% of combined weights of FCU, EU, tanks, power supply
and regulator.
**Increment of array above that for equivalent battery system.
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The technology base for the Regenerative Fuel Cell dates
from 1962 with the solid polymer electrolyte fuel cell for
the Gemini Program. The Apollo Program provided for a
different technology - the Bacon-type cell - in parallel with
the SPE. Several technology programs are listed which led
up to the present Shuttle fuel cell - the alkaline capillary
matrix type.
TECHNOLOGYBASE- FUELCELLS
0 GEMINI- SOLIDPOLYMERELECTROLYTE(ACIDICSPE)
1962- 1966
i KW MODULES
400HOURSLIFE(>1000)
75- 125°F
30 PSI
0 APOLLO/SKYLAB- ACON-TYPE(ALKALINEKOH)
1962- 1974
1.4KWMODULES
400HOURSLIFE(>1000)
385- 430°F
60 PSI
0 TECHNOLOGY(APOLLO-X,AAP)- ALKALINECAPILLARYMATRIX
1964- 1970
2 KWMODULES
2500HOURSDEV,TESTLIFE
180°F
45 PSI
0 TECHNOLOGY(PRE-SHUTTLE)PROGRAMS
CAPILLARYMATRIX(K_H) SPE(ACIDIC)
1970- 1974 1970- 1979
5 KW MODULE 2.5 KWSTACK
5000HOURS 5000HOURS
180°F 180°F
6O PSI 6O PSI
0 VARIOUSELECTROLYSISPROGRAMSFORLIFESUPPORTANDH2 PRODUCTION.
0 TUGFUELCELLDEVELOPMENTCAPILLARYMATRIX.
0 "LIGHTWEIGHT"FUELCELLTECHNOLOGY.
0 MATRIX,ELECTRODE/CATALYST,MA ERIALSTECHNOLOGY.
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Substantial weight reduction has been realized. The Apollo
fuel cell weighed in at about 185 pounds/kW. The Shuttle
fuel cell weighs about 30 pounds. Advanced technology indicated
a weight of less than 20 pounds kW.
Operating lifetimes also show a marked increase. The Gemini and Apollo
fuel cells were required to operate approximately 400 hours and under
certain conditions could go to lO00 hours, Shuttle development hardware
has operated in excess of 5000 hours, and advanced technology test hard-
ware is operating in excess of 40,000 hours.
FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION
u_40_ LIFE / REACTANT CONSUMPTION1.0
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The program now in progress has been in planning since 1977. It
is oriented toward producing technology capable of providing large
incremental increases in orbital power availability from about 35
kW (the approximate Shuttle limit) to about 500 kW
OVERVIEWOF PROGRAM
0 OBJECTIVE:TO MAKEREADYA H2/O2 ELECTROCHEMICALE LTECHNOLOGYBY 1985-86
TIMEPERIODSUITABLEFORSELECTIONFORLARGE(100-500KW),LONG-TERM
(5-10YEARS)ORBITALENERGYSTORAGEREQUIREMENTS,
0 APPROACH= TO BE ACCOMPLISHEDOVERA PERIODOF APPROXIMATELY7 EARSTHROUGHA
SERIESOF CONTRACTEDFFORTSANDSUPPORTEDBY THEAGENCYTHROUGH
ANALYSES,FIELDBREADBOARDFEASIBILITYESTING,ANDINTEGRATEDTESTING
OF ENGINEERINGMODELSTO DEMONSTRATE CHNOLOGYREADINESS,
The schedule for the 7-year Program is shown with major milestones.
The reversible type cell is not showing and appreciable advantage
over the dedicated cell approach, and that task will be terminated
in a few months when present testing is completed. Cell commonality
is being phased into other appropriate tasks with the next contract
increment. The State-of-the-Art analysis was completed, but will
be updated as the program moves ahead.
0 STATEOF THEARTANALYSIS
0 INITIALREPORT- ii179
0 ANNUALUPDATEREFLECTINGTECHNOLOGYIMPROVEMENTS
0 BREADBOARDFEASIBILITYESTING
0 CONTRACTORCHECKOUTANDDELIVERY- 5/82
0 FIELDTESTING- 5/82- 12/82
0 ACIDIC/ALKALINESELECTION- 5/83
0 ENGINEERINGMODELHARDWARETESTING
0 CONTRACTORCHECKOUTANDDELIVERY- 10/85
0 "TECHNOLOGYREADINESS"DEMONSTRATION- 10/85- 5/86
9O
1980PROGRAMSTATUS
JSC
0 CONTRACT- 5/1/79- G,E, SPETECHNOLOGY
0 SOAANALYSIS
0 CELLANDMATERIALSDEVELOPMENT
0 ADVANCEDESIGNCONCEPTS
0 CONTRACT- 8/I/79- LSIALKALINE02 ELECTRODES
0 2 - "SUPER" "_
o 2 "ADVANCED"_ (CELLTESTS)
0 CONTRACT- 8/3_79 - UTCALKALINECAPILLARYMATRIX
0 LONG-DURATION,LOTEMP,CELLTEST
0 3 KW TUGSTACKTEST
0 ADVANCEDORBITER-TYPEELECTRODETEST
PROCUREMENTACTIONFORCONTRACTRENEWALINPROGRESS,
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT FOR ORBITAL ENERGY STORAGE
CONTRACT YEAR
TASKS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. STATE-OF-THE-ART ASSESS- _ ......
MENT & UPDATE
2. CELL DESIGN .........
3. CELL TESTING _ f ............
r
4. CELL REVERSIBILITY .....
5. CELL COMMONALITY ......
6. DEVELOPMENT STACK __
DESIGN & TESTING
7. BREADBOARD SYSTEM DESIGN
8. FUEL CELL STACK TEST ..............
9. FULL SIZE CELL DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT
10. BREADBOARD SYSTEM FABRI- _ _ Delivery
CATION & TEST
11. FLIGHT-TYPE COMIK)NENT .............
DESIGN & SYSTEM OPTIMIZA-
TION
12. ENGINEERING MODEL FABRI- __ _
CATION, ASSEMBLY & TEST
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An example of the SOA analysis is shown. This is a computer opti-
mization of the various parameters affecting the overall weight.
Total system energy density based upon 200,000 WH of stored energy
is 9.62 WH/Ib. Subtracting out the solar array weight yields an
energy density figure of 24 WH/Ib, 10-year weight to orbit.
ECOD-[ Ila4 ig/26/79 CASE 330 DESIGN POINT
DEDICATED _..ECTROLYSIS/FUEL CELL SUMMARY
BUS POWER 180.g KV
BUS VOLTAGE |B8.B VOLTS
FUEL CELL OPERATING CONDITION5
MEAN CELL PRE5SURE 3g.B PSIA
MEAN CELL TEMPERATURE |88,e DEC F
CELL CURRENT DENSITY 275.8 AMP/S0 FT
CELL VOLTAGE .7896 VOLTS
N0. OF CELLS PER MODULE 137.E
NUMBER OF MODULES 4.0
INDIVIDUAL CELL AREA .88 SQFT
TOTAL AREA OF CELLS 484.78 SQFT
MODULE SPECIFIC WEIGHT 1.73 LB/SQFT
CELL CURRENT, PARALLEL MODULES 243.27 AMP
MODULES OUTPUT POWER |05.263 KV
CELL CURRENT EFFICIENCY .9921
PERMEABILITY LOSS(EQUIV) 2.182 AMP/SO FT
MODULES HEAT GEM. RATE(DARK) 92.480 KW
MODULES MEAT GEM. RATE(LIGHT) 1.842 KW
ELECTROLYSIS UNIT OPERATING CONDITIONS
MEAN CELL PRESSURE 200.0 PSIA
MEAN CELL TEMPERATURE |00.E DEC F
CELL CURRENT DENSITY 700.0 AMP/SO FT
CELL VOLTAGE |.7705 VOLTS
NO. OF CELLS PER MODULE 59.0
NUMBER OF MODULES 5.0
INDIVIDUAL CELL AREA .45 SQFT
TOTAL AREA OF CELLS 132.01 SG FT
MODULE SPECIFIC WEIGHT 3.3a LB/SQFT
CELL CURRENT, PARALLEL MODULES 313.24 AMP
MODULES INPUT POVER(LIGHT) 171.78! KW
POWER CONDITIONER INPUT POWER 102.746 KW
STANDBY INPUT POVER(DARK) ,0002 KV
STANDBY INPUT CURRENT(DARK) *0006 AMP
CELL CURRENT EFFICIENCY .9842
PERMEABILITY LOSS(EQUIV) 11.051 AMP/SQ FT
MODULES MEAT GEM. RATE(LIGHT) 29.763 KV
MODULES MEAT GEM. RATE(DARK) .251 KW
SYSTEM OPERATING CONDITIONS
SOLAR ARRAY OUTPUT POWER 288.009 KV
IDEAL REGEN FUEL CELL EFF. .4355
SYSTEM ENERGY STORAGE EFF. .3648
WATER PRODUCED (2 HR) 199.134 LB
MINIMUM BOTTLE PRESSURE (2 HR) 40.000 PSIA
M2 STORAGE BOTTLE VOLUME 418.866 CU FT
K2 BOTTLE DIAMETER 11|.40 IN.
WEIGHT SUMMARY
SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 13018.73 LB
RADIATOR NO 1 WEIGHT |708.49 LB
RADIATOR NO 2 WEIGHT 70.09 LB
M2.02.&H20 BOTTLE WGTS 1346.62 LB
PRIMARY HEAT EXCHANGER WGT 118.33 LB
REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCM. WGT 32.32 LB
CONDENSER WEIGHT 15134 LB
PRODUCT M20 MEAT EXCM. WGT 2.90 LB
FUEL CELL MODULES WEIGHT 837,22 LB
ELECTROLYSIS MODULES WEIGHT 440.86 LB
POWER CONDITIONER WEIGHT 913.73 LB
SYSTEM VARIABLE LAUNCH WEIGHT 15584.63 LB
SYSTEM VARIABLE iO-YR ORB. WGT .20776.44 LB
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An illustration of how the various elements of a system are
i
impacted by varying one parameter is shown. In this case
the fuel cell current density design point was 275 ASF. For
example, if current density is reduced the solar array area
(and weight) is reduced. However, total system weight is
increased. Other elements are affected also which can be
traced similarly.
o ido 2bo" 3do 4bo 5_o¢J
Cl 0.9- mA/cm2>
> 0.8- _.
0.7- Design Point
For Bus Load = I00 kW
F/C and E/U Temp = 355 K (180OF)
F/C Press = 0.21 5]Pa (30 psia)
E/U Press = 1.39 _IPa (200 psi_)
600- I E/U Curr. Dens. = 753 mAtem- (700 ASF)_
1200
500-
System, Variable
I000 10-Yr, Wp't. to Orbit
Design Point = 9424 kg f20776 Ibi
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STATUS OF NICKEL-HYDROGEN CELL TECHNOLOGY
Don R. Warnock
Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Nickel-hydrogen cell technology has been developed which solves the problems
of thermal management, oxygen management, electrolyte management, and electri-
cal and mechanical design peculiar to this new type of battery. This tech-
nology has been weight optimized for low orbit operation using computer
modeling programs but is near optimum for other orbits. Cells ranging in
capacity up to about 70 ampere-hours can be made from components of a single
standard size and are available from two manufacturers. The knowledge
gained is now being applied to the development of two extensions to the basic
design: (1) a second set of larger standard components that will cover the
capacity range up to 150 ampere-hours, and (2) the development of multicell
common pressure vessel modules to reduce volume, cost and weight. A manu-
facturing technology program is planned to optimize the producibility of the
cell design and reduce cost. Collectively these programs bring nickel-hydro-
gen cell technology to the point of diminishing returns with respect to
improvements in weight and volume energy density and cost reduction obtain-
able from manipulation of the cell configuration. The most important areas
for further improvement are life and reliability which are governed by
electrode and separator technology.
AF NIIH2 BATTERY DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
EMPHASIS
e CELLDESIGN
• CELLTEST
e SPACEXPERIMENT
e MANUFACTURINGTECHNOLOGY
• STANDARDCOMPONENTSSYSTEM
MODERATEFFORT
e ELECTRODES
e SEPARATORS
LITTLE FFORT
• BATTERYDESIGN
e CHARGECONTROL
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AF NI/H2 BATTERY DEVELOPMENT FEATURES
• ALLORBITCAPABILITY - UP TO 80%DOD INLOWORBIT
• GOODHEATREJECTIONINALLSIZES - ANNULARSTACKGEOMETRY
e 0-150AMPERE-HOURS - TWODIAMETERS,VARIABLELENGTH
• OXYGENMANAGEMENT - OXYGENRECIRCULATIONSTACKDESIGN
• ELECTROLYTEMANAGEMENT - WICKRETURNTO STACK
• NO ELECTRODESWELLING - ELECTROCHEMICALIMPREGNATION
• SHORTPROTECTION ETCHEDFOILNEGATIVESUBSTRATE
• CHEMICAL& THERMALSTABILITY - ZIRCONIUM-OXIDECLOTHSEPARATOR
• SINGLEPRESSUREVESSELWELD - HYDROFORMEDSHELLS,HYDRAULICSEAL
• STANDARDCOMPONENTSSYSTEM - TWOCELLDIAMETERS,TWOCONFIGURATIONS
NIIH2 CELL SCHEMATIC
WELD RING ASSEMBLY
ELECTRODE
ST_ ASSEMBLY BELLEVILLE
POSITIVELEADS WASHER
I _ _ I SEA_ U
'-_ _ _ , .LLEVILLE
POSITIVE
" // //\/ \TER"I_I_
// I
.............................. v r ._ INSULATINGWASHERI
ENDPLATE/-
I DOME ORE NUT CYLINDER PROTECTIVEWASHER
FILL TUBE NEGATIVE LEADS
9_
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GOOD HEAT REJECTION IN ALL SIZES
ANNULARELECTRODE(CHOSErl)
e SIIORTHEATTRANSFERPATH
| UNIFO_ GAPTO PRESSUREVESSEL
.,-,.,,,.. | LARGERSIZES:
| HEATTRANSFERDISTANCE-SAME
F WASTEHEAT l
! LIIEATTRANSFERAREAlSTAYSSAME
I iliii: ' LONGERHEATTRANSFERPATH
.......| CUTOUTSFORTABSANDLEADS
"-"" REDUCEHEATTRANSFER
_iiiii II LARGERSIZES:
iili!i | HEATINcREAsEsTRANSFERDIST CE
I F ]INCEASESWASTEflEAT R
LHEATTRANSFERAREAJ
TWO STANDARD DIAMETERS TWO CAPACITY RANGES
_" '.. ", "_- 150AH
|,, j#l
""............. J- IOOAH
3SAH I- 50AH
- 25AH , .............. ,
i I
_-- _ 13AH ', ',
!
! !
I I
_ f
3,5 INCH DIAMETER LI,5INCH DIAMETER
ALL CAPACITIES USE ALL CAPACITIES USE
SAME COMPONENTS SAME COMPONENTS
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OXYGEN MANAGEMENT
RECIRCULATIONSTACK(CHOSEN)
I iiii_iii!i!iii_iiil_ _ I e SHORTOXYGENPATHiiiiiiilliii_iiiiiiiill• ..,.,.....,.,....,.....,........:.:.:..;,;.;,;.;
e LARGEOXYGENRECOMBINATIONAREAt t OXYGEN t 0
e RECOMBINATIONHEATANDWATEREVENLY
DISIRIBUTEDOVERNEGATIVELECTRODE
RECIRCULATIONSTACK
NEGATIVELECTRODE
e TEFLONBACKINGflIGHLYPERMEABLETO OXYGEN
RELATEDFACTORS
• RECIRCULATIONSTACKREQUIRESRECIRCULATION
OXYGEN SYSTEM
* RECIRCULATIONSYSTEMCQNTRIBUTESTO
ELECTROLYTEANDTHERMALMANAGEMENT
BACK-TO-BACKSTACK
ELECTROLYTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
RECIRCULATIONSYSTEM
RECIRCULATIONSTACK
• REQUIRESRECIRCULATIONSYSTEM
WALLWICK
• ZIRCONIUM-OXIDECOATINGON INSIDEOF PRESSUREVESSEL
• EXCESSELECTROLYTEPROVIDED
• e MAINTAINSELECTROLYTEBALANCEWITHINSTACK
• RETURNSELECTROLYTEO STACK
SEPARATORS
• DISTRIBUTEELECTROLYTEB TWEENWALLWICKAND
ELECTRODES
RELATEDFACTORS
• RECIRCULATIONSYSTEMCONTRIBUTESTOTHERMAL
MANAGEMENT
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POSITIVE ELECTRODE
ELECTROCHEMICALIMPREGNATION
o DIMENSIONALSTABILITY
i e BETTERUTILIZATIONF ACTIVEMATERIAL
e LONGERLIFE
e LOWERCOSTWHENPRODUCTIONISESTABLISHED
NICKELSCREENSUBSTRATE
e COLDWELDEDTO ELIMINATELOOSEWIRES
EDGEPROTECTION
e COINEDBOTHSIDES
e POLYSULFONECOATED
NEGATIVE ELECTRODE
TYPE
! TEFLONBONDED- PLATINUMCATALYST
PHOTOCHEMICALLYETCHEDNICKELFOILSUBSTRATE
| DIMENSIONALLYSTABLE
0 NO LOOSEWIRESTO CAUSESHORTCIRCUITS
| LOWERVOLTAGEDROP
| BETTERTABWELDS
PROBLEM
| OCCASIONALFLOODING
POTENTIALSOLUTIONS
e WASHOUTRESIDUALWETTINGAGENTS
0 CHANGESINTERINGTEMPERATURE
| CHANGETEFLONCONTENT
0 CHANGEPORESIZEOF TEFLONBACKING
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SEPARATOR
ZIRCONIUM-OXIDECLOTH
e THERMALLYSTABLE
e CHEMICALLYSTABLE
e INTRINSICALLYWETTABLE
e DUALPOROSITYAIDSELECTROLYTE
MANAGEMENT
e FIBERBUNDLESHOLDELECTROLYTEIGHTLY
e VOIDSPROVIDERESERVOIRACTION
PROBLEM
e ON OVERCHARGE- OXYGENPASSINGTHROUGH
SEPARATORANDRECOMBININGON NEGATIVE
CANCAUSELOCALHOTSPOTSTHATCANMELT
PINHOLESINNEGATIVE
POTENTIALSOLUTION
e REDUCEOXYGENPERMEABILITYWITHCOATING
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COMMON PRESSURE VESSEL NIIH2 BATTERY
ADVANTAGES:I qO%VOLUMEREDUCTION
f_'_ g 30%COSTREDUCTION
-- _ I 20%WEIGHTREDUCTION
-- (F--"]) PROBLEMS:| ELECTROLYTEBRIDGING
---- BETWEENCELLS
(D) | I.NTERCELLCONNECTIONSCELVAPORTRANSFER
CPV IPV
NIIH2 BATTERY STANDARD COMPONENTS SYSTEM
IEXP.DEV.J----
1972-1976 _ [MFG.TECH,J _
!
3.5" IPV _ / I I
1976-1g_1 _ u"_. ,,.....=-=..7= _ I
ItS q_ ,) "(I
4.5" IPV i_ .
1981-1983 i ....... ",I
O TWOSTANDARDIAMETERS _ ,,.. ,,,
0 TWOMODULETYPES _ ', .... "
.d
h
I 0-150AH _ ,,.. .,,
| 20-30 WH/LB(100%DOD) _ " "
I_ ,sI
4.5" CPV3.5" CPV
1979-Ig84
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
SEPARATOR
• REDUCEOXYGENPERMEABILITY
NEGATIVELECTRODE
e ELIMINATEFLOODING
= REDUCEPLATINUMCONTENT
POSITIVELECTRODE
= TECHNOLOGYIMPROVEMENT
• DEVELOPACCELERATEDSCREENINGTESTS
PRESSUREVESSEL
• RELOCATETERMINALSTO REDUCEVOLUME30%
= REDUCECOSTOF GIRTHWELD
BATTERYDESIGN(WITHCELLREDUNDANCY)
CHARGECONTROL
CELLANDBATTERYLIFETESTING
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POWER MANAGEMENT
J. Graves
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
TECHNOLOGYFOCUS"
OSPACE PLATFORMINLEO
02,50kW (AVG.)CONTINUOUSLOAD POWER
OPRIME GENERATOR- SOLARARRAY
OM ID-1980TECHNOLOGYREADINESS/LATE198010C
OTEN YEARLIFE
OSHUTTLELAUNCH
OON-ORBITN_AINTENANCEIREPAIRIRETRIEVALCAPABILITY
OLOW LIFECYCLEENERGYCOST
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OBJECTIVE/APPROACH
The objective of the multihundred kW power system management and distri-
bution program is to develop the critical components, circuits and subsystems
required to manage the generation, storage, and distribution of energy in
large, orbital space systems. The approach taken to accomplish this objective
is to design a reference system including the generation, energy storage, elec-
trical power management and thermal energy management subsystems. This refer-
ence design is then used to assess at the system level the impact of changing
various subsystem parameters. Based on the reference system design, a detailed
design of the power management subsystem will be performed. The power manage-
ment subsystem is autonomous and based on ground utility power systems concepts
to the maximum extent possible. An agency power system breadboard is being
developed for characterization and verification of the various component and
subsystem technology developments.
OBJECTIVE:
• DEVELOP CR ITICALCOMPONENTS, C IRCUITS,AND SUBSYSTEMS
REQUIRED TO MANAGE THE GENERATION, STORAGE, AND DISTRI-
BUTION OF ENERGY INLARGE SPACE SYSTEMS.
APPROACH:
• PERFORMREFERENCESYSTEMDESIGN
•GENERATION
• ENERGYSTORAGE
• ELECTRICALPOWERMANAGEMENT
• THERMALENERGYMANAGEMENT
• DEVELOPPOWERMANAGEMENTAND DI STRI BUTION SUBSYSTEM
FORMULTI-100 kW ORBITAL POWERPLANT.
• PROVIDEAN AGENCYBREADBOARDFORCOMPONENTAND
SUBSYSTEMCHARACTERI ZATION AND VERI FICATI ON.
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AMPS INTERFACES:
On this page is a block diagram depicting the major elements of the power
system technology program and their key interfaces. As can be seen, the heart
of the system is the power management and distribution element which is tilted
the autonomously managed power system (amps). The various functions of the
amps in relation to the other major elements are listed. For instance, the
power generation system can be monitored and controlled to optimize its per-
formance. For a photovoltaic system this might include solar pointing func-
tions as well as on-array regulation and/or conditioning of power.
In the energy storage subsystem, capability will exist for utilization of
various energy storage elements in direct proportion to their state-of-health.
If secondary batteries are used, the generation of an appropriate signal can
tell the amps control center that a different recharge fraction, different
charge cutoff voltage, or different operating temperature for a particular
battery (or battery module) would improve overall system performance.
Thermal control of the entire spacecraft is implemented by amps through
appropriate sensing, logic, and control signal initiation.
AUTONOMOUSLYMANAGEDPOWERSYSTEM
- I"'ATCONTROL _- REJECTIONsUBSYSTEM
I
DATA I CONTROL |i
' 11 l
HOUSEKEEPING
POWER AMI_ _AYLOAD
GENERATION ._ LOADS""'o'_;_" ..........
I DATA
t
CONTROL DATA i
t | _ FUNCTIONS
.-., / .,)RECE,VEPWR".DATAFROM
I GENERATOR AND CONTROLS GEN.HEAT ENERGYREJECTION STORAGE 2) TRANSMITS ENERGY TO ANDFROM ENERGY STORAGE ANDCONTROLS STORAGE (ELECTRICALLY
_ _ AND THERMALLY)
3) CONTROLS THERMAL SUBSYSTEM
4) TRANSMITS I_NR TO LOADS AND
CONTROLS PWR DISTRIBUTION.
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SCHEDULE:
A BRIEFOVERVIEWOFTHEPROGRAM SCHEDULEWITH SOME OF THEMAJOR
MILESTONESLISTEDISSHOWN ON THEFACINGPAGE. SPECIFICPROGRAM
TARGETSINCLUDE:
(I) COMPLETIONOF REFERENCESYSTEM BASELINEAND ESTABLISH-
MENT OFTECHNOLOGYRISKFORTHEVARIOUS OPTIONSIDENTI-
FIEDBY MID-FY1981.
(2) DEVELOPMENTOFCRITICALCIRCUITAND SUBSYSTEMTECHNOLOGIES
REQUIRED FORMANAGEMENT OFMULTI-100KW POWERSYSTEMS
BY THEENDOF FY 1983.
(3) DEMONSTRATIONOF AUTOMATEDPOWER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
BY THEEND OF FY 1983.
SCHEDULE FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84
I
SYSTEMDEFINITION _
TRADESCOMPLETE A
REFERENCEEPSCOMPLETE A
ROICOMPLETE L_,
AMPS DEVELOPMENT i ,
COMPONENTTECHNOLOGYASSESSMENT
ESTABLISHTHERMALMGMT.REQTS. A
COMPLETEDESIGN A
AMPSBREADBOARDASSEMBLYCOMPLETE A
BREADBOARD DEMONSTRATION I:::::= /
COMPLETESYSTEMBREADBOARDMODS. A
AMPS INTEGRATIONCOMPLETE A
VERIFICATIONCOMPLETE Z_
AMPSTECHNOLOGYREADINESS A
II0
AMPS FUNCTIONS
As depicted on the facing page, the amps performs five basic functions:
(i) Total power system management
(2) Source control
(3) Energy storage control
(4) Thermal system management
(5) Distribution control
The components and equipment required to accomplish the implementation of each
function is listed. Based on the reference power system concept selected, de-
tailed design requirements for each component or piece of equipment will be
generated, and the required technology developments identified.
POWERSYSTEMMANAGEMENT
ANDDISTRIBUTION
THERMAL COMMANDANDDATA:
CONTROL
•VOLTAGES
• VALVES •CURRENTS
• RADIATORS eTEMPERATURES
• COLDPLATES OPRESSURE
• PUMPS eOISCRETES
• RELAYS
AMPS _T-I'- ..... "1
i _" Jl DISTNISUT,O'coNTROLI
' I CONTROL _ .,H.RTERSi
_ ' _" ,_ .¢DNVENTERSLR_ •INVERTERS ,CONOITIONEM I O
A • RCCO'$
R J • CONTACTORS
• RPC'S • RELAYSA I
I • ARRAYPOINTING • FUSES gY
I •CONTRACTORS I
, ',
t STORAOE i
J CONTROL
J • RECONOITIONERS I
• CELLBY-PASSES
I • CONTACTORS
I • FUSES I
L.. _. _ ..... ..J
ENERGYSTORAGE
iii
COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS:
A preliminary list of component technology developments based on proposed
concepts and assessments made to date is shown. A list of component develop-
ments required for the selected eps concept and reference design will be an
output of the component technology assessment task.
COMPONENTTECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTS:
DEVELOPMENTITEM PRIMARYCHARACTERISTICS
RPC 300VDC,100A
SOLIDSTATECKr. BREAKER 300V, 1 - 20A
300V,50-200A
VACUUMSWITCH 300V,200A
ON-ARRAYSWITCHINGDEVICES XSISTOR-300V,10A
MICROPROCESSORDATABUS
SLIPRINGS
ROTARYTRANSFORMER 300V,400A
CONNECTORS 300V,200A
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AMPS BREADBOARD VERIFICATION OBJECTIVES:
• Establish transient response to load switching
• Verify fault detection and clearing
• Measure system efficiencies for various operating modes
• Estabish and verify power quality standards
• Demonstrate utility power management and distribution concept
• Evaluate new component technologies in a realistic environment
DEVELOPMENTRECOMMENDATIONS"
I,-u
UL
• HIGHVOLTAGEBUSANDCOMPONENTS1100- 300V)
•o I_:;_t
• AUTOMATEDPOWERSYSTEMUTILIZING ON-BOARDFAULTDETECTIONAND
CORRECTIONTOMINIMIZE GROUNDSYSTEMCOST
OHIGHVOLTAGEBUSANDCOMPONENTS(300V - 1 KV) IN WHICHUSEOF
ALTERNATINGCURRENTMAYBEATTRACTIVE
*SOURCE:SYMPOSIUMONPOWERTECHNOLOGYFORFUTURESYNCHORONOUSSATELLITES
ANDPLATFORMS,MAY1079.
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CONCLUSION
O The amps program for LEO technology in the 250 kW category includes all
specific technology and development activities recommended by the "power
technology for future synchronous satellites and platforms symposium" of
May 1979 except fiber optics
RECOMMENDATION
• The amps program be augmented to the extent that breadboard testing in-
clude GEO mission profiles and unique operating parameters.
TECHNOLOGYRECOMMENDATIONS*
ODEVELOPRELAYS,FUSES,AND SOLID STATESWITCHESTODISTRIBUTEPOWERTO
MULTI-KWLOADSIN 100TO400VOLTSYSTEMSWITHCURRENTSIN THE100AMPERERANGE,
• DEVELOPANDQUALIFYA RADIATIONHARDENEDPOWERSUBSYSTEMCENTRALPROCESSOR
INCLUDINGSOFTWAREIMPLEMENTATIONORBATTERYCHARGECONTROL,LOADMANAGEMENT,
POWERSYSTEMSTATEOFHEALTHMONITORSANDCONTROLANDTELEMETRYCONDITIONING.
• REDUCECABLINGWEIGHTBY FLIGHTQUALIFICATIONOF100- 500V SOLARARRAYSAND
100- 300V BATTERIES.
• REDUCERFANDSIGNALCABLINGWEIGHTTHROUGHTHEUSEOFFIBEROPTICS.
OREDUCEPOWERCONDITIONINGANDDISTRIBUTIONEQUIPMENTWEIGHTBY ADVANCING
THESTATEOFTHEARTOFHIGHFREQUENCY/HIGHVOLTAGE/HIGHPOWERCONVERSIONAND
CONTROLEQUIPMENT.
*SOURCE:SYMPOSIUMONPOWERTECHNOLOGYFORFUTURESYNCHRONOUSSATELLITESAND
PLATFORM,MAY1979.
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INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP REPORTS
This section is the output of the four workshop groups at the Sym-
posium: Photovoltaics, Thermal Management, Energy Storage, and Power
Management,
The Symposium/Workshop resulted from an action of the AFSC/NASA-OAST
Interdependency Working Group to define a cooperative program between the
Air Force and NASA in the field of synchronous and high-altitude, high-power
system technology. Workshops were composed of technologists expert in one
of the four disciplines. As proposed to each workshop, their objectives
were to
(i) Establish a set of technology goals and requirements for a re-
presentative high-power, geosynchronous power system
(2) Review the goals and status of applicable on-going technology pro-
grams
(3) Identify those technologies not presently underway which would be
required for the defined system
(4) Establish goals and resource requirements for the identified new
technology activities
(5) Define program roles and responsibilities.
Suggested questions related to these objectives were provided to each work-
shop chairman for discussion within his group.
The format for workshop writeups was not standardized and reflect, to
some degree, the technical difficulties each group had in dealing with
synchronous-energy technology constraints. Storage and thermal management
emerged as the areas most in need of technology advancement.
In general, the workshop information presented here represents the
views of the members as expressed by the Chairman and has not been edited.
This information will be used to define the scope and characteristics of a
potential NASA/AF joint technology program.
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PHOTOVOLTAICS WORKSHOP 1
RESPONSE TO GUIDELINE QUESTIONS
I. Comment on the mission model presented. - There was little discus-
sion of the validity of the proposed mission model; it was felt that, to
date, little need has surfaced to direct attention to 25-kW systems• DOD
felt that if such a system was available, it would be used particularly for
radar systems• High power capabilities would also benefit communication
systems and could result in power platforms.
2. Identify technology goals and their time frames to meet program
requirements. - Most technologies required to achieve a 25-kW low-mass, low-
cost solar array system are being developed. Specific technology goals in-
clude development of solar arrays with greater than 350 W/kg by 1985, high
specific power to mass gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells by 1985, and
concentrators for LEO and GEO by 1988. The members declined to set time
goals for radiation shielding (encapsulant) to protect solar cells, high
voltage arrays, and high efficiency (greater percent radiation resistance)
solar cells•
3. Comment on adequacy of the on-going technology programs• - It is
doubtful that the level of funding designated for the development of these
technologies to a state of flight readiness by the mid-1990's is adequate•
4. Define the elements of your present program which will meet the
technology goals. - High power to mass solar cells and blankets are pro-
gressing to a point of flight readiness• Concentrators for LEO appear to be ....
reasonably understood and could reach technology readiness by mid-1980. A
basic understanding of GaAs solar cells will be reached by mid-1980.
5. Identify new technology (if any) required for the program. -
Set Technology Objectives - Needed:
• Develop a long-life interconnect for flexible array substrates.
• Develop reliable welding procedures and equipment for production
capability, considering sonic, laser, parallel gap, etc., welding
techniques.
• Explore lightweight and low cost payoff potentials from
concentration, for both silicon and GaAs.
IAII resource and schedule information are committee recommendations and
do not reflect any commitment by NASA or by the Air Force.
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• Develop pilot line production capability for CVD/VPE GaAs solar
cells. Start in 1983.
• Determine feasibility of solar array assembly in low orbit and
transfer to synchronous orbit. If feasible develop a solar array
structure compatible with that procedure.
Set Technology Objectives - Ongoing:
• Encapsulation technology efforts for light-weight flexible arrays
should be augmented•
• Develop high voltage (I00 to 400 V) arrays; augment.
• Develop thin GaAs solar cells; augment present effort.
• Develop radiation tolerant silicon solar cells.
. Characterize GaAs cells as regards annealing, radiation tolerance,
temperature effects, and concentration.
• Develop AC model of solar arrays•
6. Estimate any delta resources (_ and MY) that may be required to
address the program requirements. -
(i) Solar array structures for LEO assembly _i M/yr for 3 yr
(2) Si and GaAs concentration _500 k/yr for 1-1/2 yr
(3) CVD/VPE GaAs pilot line $750 k/yr for 3 yr
(4) Welding of solar cells _300 k/yr for 4 yr
(5) Interconnects (weld/flex) _i00 k/yr for 4 yr
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
Harry Killian (Cochairman) Aerospace Corp.
Walter A. Hasbach (Cochairman) Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Joseph Wise Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory
Henry Brandhorst NASA Lewis Research Center
A. F. Forestieri NASA Lewis Research Center
Lynwood P. Randloph NASA Headquarters
Ed Conway NASA Langley Research Center
Edward Gaddy NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
S. V. Manson NASA Headquarters
John Scott-Monck Jet Propulsion Laboratory
William L. Crabtree NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
William Kisko NASA Headquarters
William E. Bachman Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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Estimated Fundin_ ($M) to Implement Technology Recommendations
FY
81 82 83 84 85 86 Total
(I)& (Z) 0.1Z 0.13 0.13 0.1Z 0.5
(3) 0.5 0.25 0.75
_ (4) O. 67 0.67 O. 66 2.0
z__ (s) 0.2 I I_____I___ ..... 3.2
Total 0.32 I.63 I.38 I.79 0.67 0.66 $6.45 M
(a) 0.25 0.25
il o (b) 0.20 0.10
_ (c) 0.16 0.17 0.17
(d) ............... as is ..................
(e) ............... as is-
(f) ......... as is.......
Total 0.61 0.52 0.17 I.3M
TOTAL 0.93 Z.15 1.55 1.79 0.67 0.67 $7.75M
L Numbers and Letters correspond to ]echnology Objectives
Listed Previously
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1THERMAL MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the thermal management workshop was to review the
envisioned NASA and Air Force needs for higher power synchronous energy
systems and to translate those needs into specific time oriented thermal
management development objectives. Further objectives were to evaluate
present and ongoing NASA and Air Force efforts in thermal management,
identify common and agency unique "thermal show stoppers," and recommend
cooperative interagency responsibilities in implementing the development
objectives.
WORKSHOP FINDINGS
Based on the synchronous mission models and system concepts described
in the general sessions of the SET workshop, the thermal management workshop
participants formulated the following generalized mission constraints. The
synchronous power and thermal management requirements for NASA will probably
be driven by a large (25 to 40 kW) GEO-communication mission, based on
favorable economy of scale versus ground station cost reduction and life
cycle cost trades. The Air Force high power synchronous missions in the
same power regime would likely be a large surveillance (25 to 50 kW) plat-
form (e.g., radar, LWIR). Both mission categories are envisioned to be
operational by the late 1980's or early 1990's, thus requiring technology-
ready status by the mid-1980's. The NASA communication mission will require
long life (up to 20 yr) to permit favorable revenue return per investment
amortization. The Air Force surveillance mission would likely require at
least 5 years of operational life. The NASA mission will be paced by cost
and investment payback; the Air Force mission will not be so heavily con-
strained by direct cost. It will be justified by the national security
value of the mission and must be designed to be survivable to hostile action.
While both large solar and nuclear reactor power systems will likely be
used in both Air Force and NASA future space missions, the TM panel ad-
dressed only a solar powered mission configuration for the early IOC under
consideration. This assumption was consistent with other baseline configu-
ration assumptions by other panels.
The key common design driver for both the military and civilian mis-
sions is payload throw weight limitation to geosynchronous orbit. For the
1990 IOC date, the IUS or dual IUS propulsion capability limits the space-
craft weight to approximately 6000 to 8000 ibm. Solar electric propulsion
IAII resource and schedule information are committee recommendations and
do not reflect any committment by NASA or by the Air Force.
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spiral out payload delivery was not considered because of array degradation
penalties.
With these generalized mission constraints defined, the major thermal
management design problems unique to the geosynchronous missions were then
addressed by the panel.
GEO UNIQUE THERMAL MANAGEMENT CONSTRAINTS
The geosynchronous military and civilian missions introduce challenging
thermal management design problems. The key AF/NASA common design problem
are weight, scale, contamination, and spacecraft charging.
We ight
Using current spacecraft design weight allocation fractions, the power
system (25 percent) and thermal control system (i0 percent) represent about
35 percent of the spacecraft weight. Hence, for a 25-kW EOL, 6000-1b space-
craft, the power system allocation is 1500 ib, and the thermal control sys-
tem weight allocation is 600 lb. These translate to approximately 17
We/ib and 40 Wt/ib electric and thermal system performance goals. When
the thermal system is composed of a thermal acquisition and control sub-
system, a thermal transport system, and a thermal radiator subsystem, each
of these generic subsystems must be designed to provide approximately 120
Wt/ib performance to meet the i0 percent thermal management weight
allocation goal. By way of example, this performance goal represents a
four-fold weight density reduction for spacecraft radiator technology. One
immediate way suggested by the thermal management workshop members to im-
prove radiator weight is to reexamine current radiator micrometeriod pene-
tration design practice and redefine a more realistic model for the geo-
synchronous orbit.
Scale
The thermal management high power and geometric scale associated prob-
lems are being addressed in part by the recently implemented NASA "Thermal
Utility System for High Power Spacecraft" Development Thrust. These ef-
forts, addressing thermal control design problems and technology for an LEO
25 kW platform must be adapted to the weight sensitive, direct orbit inser-
tion, volume limited geosynchronous missions. The workshop members con-
cluded that the LEO platform thermal management plan fully supported the GEO
application technology needs.
Contamination and Charging
Contamination outgassing and spacecraft charging problems of thermal
control surfaces are also common generic problems to both the Air Force and
NASA, presently being examined by the joint NASA/AF "SCATHA" program. The
results of this program will likely yield substantial information on stabil-
ity and conductivity requirements for improved thermal control coatings.
Military thermal control coating may also have an additional laser surviv-
ability design requirement imposed.
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Life
The life problem takes on two distinctly different aspects: military
survivability and 5- to lO-year design life and civilian/commercial i0- to
20-year cost payback design goals. Present long life, sun-facing thermal
control coating radiative property degradation problems impose a major de-
sign life problem. The ultraviolet radiation and deep space sink tempera-
ture at geosynchronous introduce stability and deep thermal cycle life
problems which are not incurred at LEO. A I0- to 20-year life pump appears
infeasible; heat pipe life data beyond a few years are not available. Long
life power systems will require tighter thermal control on the battery in
order to maximize charge efficiency and cycle life; hence, a zero heat re-
jection capability is envisioned for the battery and perhaps other thermally
sensitive electronic or optical components.
A higher temperature radiator (25 ° to 50 ° C) will be required for other
loads in order to meet overall weight goals. It is probable that both mili-
tary and civilian GEO spacecraft will have multiple radiators - one for life
enhancement and one for routine, higher temperature heat rejection.
The military spacecraft, in order to be survivable, might have to be
maneuverable, hence, the radiator might have to be retractable and some
internal transient payload waste heat absorption scheme employed.
REOOMMENDED AGENCY ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITY
Based on the common and divergent thermal management problems for
civilian and military geosynchronous application described above, the fol-
lowing lead agency responsibilites are suggested.
It was recommended that NASA assume the lead organization responsibil-
ity for heat-pipe technology, with emphasis on scale, life, and performance
enhancing research. The Air Force will adapt the generic heat pipe tech-
nology developed by NASA to specific military spacecraft heat pipe applica-
tion problems, that is, thermal management of cryocooler/LWIR sensor pack-
ages.
It was further recommended that the NASA lead the development in high
performance (lightweight) thermal acquisition, transport, and radiator tech-
nologies. The Air Force will concentrate on survivability oriented and
geometric adaptations of these developments.
The workshop members recommended that both the NASA and Air Force con-
tinue complementary thermal control coating development efforts, with the
NASA efforts concentrating on long life UV stability and electrical conduc-
tivity improvements and the Air Force efforts concentrating on survivability
coatings.
Power subsystem thermal management developments are also recommended.
Battery and electronic power processing thermal control technology develop-
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ment should be lead by NASA• Thermal control of planar and low-cost, high-
performance, concentrating photovoltaic systems should be lead by NASA; the
Air Force should pursue laser hardened concentrating systems.
These recommendations imply significant future manpower and resource
committments by both agencies• The method of implementation is considered
to be a substantial planning and management commitment task beyond the scope
of this workshop's responsibilities.
SPECIFIC GEO THERMAL MANAGEMENT THRUSTS
In response to the high power GEO thermal management technology needs
described in the previous sections, seven recommended programmatic thrusts
were identified. These are
• GEO-I - Mission requirements study
• GEO-2 - Long life thermal control coatings development
• GEO-3 - High-voltage, high-power-density electronic cold plate
development
• GEO-4 - 25-kW concentrator array electrical/thermal design study
• GEO-5 - Lightweight high effectiveness radiator development
• GEO-6 - Large thermal control antenna
• GEO-7 - Pulse power systems thermal management
The following paragraphs outline the purpose and scope of each of these
programmatic thrusts. Total yearly funding breakouts of NASA and Air Force
resources are shown in table I. Table II shows, by comparison, ongoing and
supportive NASA Thermal Management R&D activities which are not directly
related to the high power GEO applications problem•
GEO-I - Mission Requirements Study
The purpose of this study is to define the general spacecraft configu-
rational and environmental design constraints for the high power GEO com-
munications and surveillance missions of interest• The study will include
an assessment of the validity of the present NASA micrometeroid model and
design radiator design weight penalties associated with that conservative
model• Thermal control coating degradation design penalties on solar array
and spacecraft radiators will also be assessed, as well as EOL/BOL radiator
effectiveness variation schemes to improve thermal control regulation
limits• Payload electronic component packaging layouts and thermal acquisi-
tion/transport/radiator interface schemes will be assessed to define criti-
cal design and development issues, including high-power-density waste-heat
components (e.g., TWT's) and low temperature thermal control components.
The study output will provide generalize environmental and performance
objectives design data for follow-on technology development efforts.
Recommended funding is
FY 81 FY 82
_150 k "_i00 k
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GEO-2 - Long Life Thermal Control Coatings Development
This task is motivated by a continuing need to improve the radiative
properties and stability of thermal control surfaces. Present UV induced
coating degradation to 25% required oversizing the spacecraft radiator by a
similar amount. The purpose of this task is to augment development re-
sources for conventional coatings and explore novel, nonconventional ap-
proaches. Desirable funding levels are
FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85
_250 k _250 k _300 k _300 k _200 k
GEO-3 - High Voltage, High-Power-Density Cold Plates
Use of high voltage (I00 to 600 V) power systems on satellites and the
compactness of modern power conditioning and electronic equipment combine to
require development of special cold plates to remove waste heat from criti-
cal components. Presently available circuit boards with miniature heat
pipes can transfer about 0. i W/cm 2. This must be increased at least an
order of magnitude in local areas either by developing better heat pipes or
by "spreading" the thermal flux using high thermal conductance materials.
Cold plates may be required for two different temperature ranges (e.g., 0 to
20° C and 40 ° to 65 ° C) so that overall system efficiency is maximized. The
cold plates should be designed to minimize component temperature variations
within the operating range so that reliability is improved. A program to
develop the needed cold plates should be started early to provide time for
extended experiments and determination of long term materials compatibil-
ity. Laboratory operation of final cold plate configurations with simulated
heat loads would demonstrate technology availability. The work could
possibly be included as part of the Instrument Module Heat Transport System
program being proposed by Goddard Space Flight Center. Recommended funding
for the cold plate work is as follows:
FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85 Total
_40 k _i00 k _150 k _150 k _i00 k _540 k
GEO-4 - 25-Kilowatt Concentrator Array Electrical/Thermal Design Study
The previous NASA 250 kW Power Modules studies for LEO applications
need to be reassessed for the revised 25- to 40-kW GEO design point. In
reiterating the design studies, it is suggested that careful comparisons of
planar arrays, with periodic thermal annealing, be compared with passively
(conductively) cooled low-concentration-ratio and actively cooled, high-
concentration-ratio designs. In order to achieve a power system performance
goal of 17 We/ib , it appears that the EOL array performance must exceed
50 We/Ib, based on approximately equal weight fractions of the array, bat-
tery, and power processing components. Required funding for this task is
FY 81 FY 82 FY 83
_200 k _200 k _400 k
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GEO-5 - Lightweight, High Effectiveness Radiator
Extensive development is needed to provide thermal radiators having
both the low weight and high effectiveness required for high power level
satellites in high altitude orbits. Present technology for 20 to 30 W/kg
radiators must be significantly improved to keep overall spacecraft weight
within available boost capability for high altitude orbits. The radiators
must also be deployable for the anticipated high power levels. Radiator
work at the Marshall Space Flight Center and the Johnson Space Center can be
extended for further heat pipe radiator development. Improving the thermal
effectiveness of the radiators will minimize deployed area and weight. The
work would be correlated with the development of improved surface coatings.
Air Force special purpose programs, such as space surveillance and surviv-
ability, will also provide technology contributions. The radiator program
should begin promptly to allow time for concept verification before sub-
system simulation tests. Estimated funding requirements are
FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85 Total
_ k _600 k _300 k _200 k $1650 k
GEO-6 - Large Thermal Control Antenna
Very large, deployable antennas will be required for future satellite
communications and space-based radar systems. These large net structures,
which may contain radiating elements, must have carefully controlled
contours for effective operation. Temperature variations across the antenna
could cause severe distortion unless proper thermal control and structural
compensations are provided. Although several possible thermal control ap-
proaches, ranging from passive to active, have been conceived, no signifi-
cant development work has been done. Analytical and experimental work
should begin promptly to investigate appropriate structural compensations,
insulation methods, and actively controlled tension systems. Both thermal
and electromagnetic characteristics must be given proper consideration.
Estimated funding requirements for an antenna thermal control program are as
follows :
FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85 Total
5_ _150 k _300 k _500 k _200 k _1200 k
GEO-7 - Pulse Power System Thermal Management
This task explores spacecraft energy and heat rejection management for
those applications with large peak/average power ratios, such as anti jam
communication or other high pulse power military systems. Techniques to
absorp or otherwise thermally integrate transient pulse power loads and re-
ject mean low average power will be investigated. Other energy averaging
thermal control techniques will be investigated to reduce parasitic heater
power requirements, which can represent as much as i0 percent of the power
system load. Hardware capable of I0/i and i000/I peak to average load
dissipation and i0/I storage/use (base plate) thermal control will be demon-
strated. Required funding estimates are
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FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85
$200 k _300 k _400 k _200 k
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
Tom Mahefkey (Chairman) Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Richard Gualdoni NASA Headquarters
Sol Gorland NASA Lewis Research Center
Bill Haskin Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
H. P. Lee NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Ira Meyers NASA Lewis Research Center
John Oberight NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Gary Rankin NASA Johnson Space Center
Jerold L. Vaniman NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
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TABLE I
GEO THERMAL MANAGEMENT
TASK FUNDING PROPOSED
MILESTONES 8l 82 83 84 85
REQTS STUDY (LeRC) $]50K $100K -
LONG LIFE T/C COATINGS (NASA/AF) $2SOK $2SOK $300K $300K $200K
HI VOLT., HI PWR DENSITY COLD PLATE (NASA) $ 40K $]OOK $]50K $15OK $]50K
25KWe CONCENTRATOR/ARRAYRECONDITION (NASA) $200K $200K $400K
LIGHTWEIGHT, HI EFFECTIVENESS RADIATOR (NASA) $150K $400K $600K $300K $200K
LARGE RADAR AND COMM ANTENNA T/C (NASA/AF) $ 50K $15OK $300K $500K $200K
PULSE POWER HEAT REJECTION AVERAGE (AF) $200K $300K $400K $200K
TABLE II
THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
RESOURCE 1987 TECHNOLOGY READINESS SCHEDULE, $K (FY '805)
TASKS FY '79 FY '80 FY '81 FY '82 FY '83 FY '84 FY '85 FY '86 TOTALS
THERMAL MANAGEMENT 4297
Priority #1 ]l 47 290 445 550
Priority #2 5 320 335 315 365
Priority #3 3 380 450 500 300
THERMAL ACQUISITION 5030
&'TRANSPORT
Priority #1 7 75 445 650 735
Priority #2 7 850 825 800 300
Priority #3 ] 150 ]DO 50 50
HEAT REJECTION 28]5
Priority #] 4 12S 250 375
Priority #2 2 180 180 180 lOO
Priority #3 4 550 500 2/5 |OO
TOTAL 122 860 1345 "3OlD 2420 2345 1590 450 12142
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ENERGY STORAGE WORKSHOP I
The meeting brought out the fact that energy storage is probably the
weakest of the technology areas under consideration. This was especially
noticeable since it (storage) is key to the entire mission (multikilowatt in
synchronous orbit). Another perceived shortcoming that became apparent as a
result of the meeting was the lack of overall responsibility needed to bring
into focus the thermal management-power processing-storage system
interactions and interrelationships. The multitude of technology tasks in
this highly fragmented area of storage technology tend not to be large
enough to effectively address the problems at hand. The problems themselves
are not clearly defined, and, where they are, they tend to be temporal.
HIGH ENERGY DENSITY BATTERIES (HEDB)
This category includes both primary and secondary cell and battery
activity. The area of HEDB has traditionally been confined to room
temperature lithium anode/organic electrolyte studies. Higher temperature
systems (sodium/sulfur and lithium/metal sulfide) are also included in this
class. They have always offered the potential for significant advances in
energy density. The slow rate of advancement made over the past 20 years of
active investigation has demonstrated the high degree of risk associated
with this technology.
The safety aspects of the low temperature primary cells that have found
use in the military for low to medium rate applications have somewhat
restricted their application in the civilian sector. The prospects of
finding the proper combination of chemical stability and electrochemical
reactivity and reversibility is somewhat in doubt.
The potential of the high-temperature class of single cells that are
currently under development by DOE for terrestrial applications has not been
fully explored for space use. These systems will require single cell charge
control and cell switching when used in a multicell battery. It would
appear that the heating requirements and associated thermal management
system designs may reduce the apparent high-energy densities at the cell
level to the point where at the system level they would no longer be of
interest. DOD and NASA are also supporting HEDB but at low funding levels.
Within NASA, Lewis is working on separators for low temperature lithium
cells. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is working on the lithium-titanium
disulphide and molybdenum triselenide system which shows some promise for
IAII resource and schedule information are committee recommendations and
do not reflect any committment by NASA or by the Air Force.
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being rechargable. The Wright Patterson Aero Propulsion Laboratory has a
contractor surveying this class of batteries and the work being done on them
around the country.
FUEL CELL/ELECTROLYSIS
The use of a fuel cell system in conjunction with an electrolysis unit
and the associated storage tanks represents an alternative to the more
traditional cell/battery concept of energy storage. These systems can be
based either on hydrogen/oxygen or hydrogen/halogen chemistries. In general
the hydrogen/oxygen system has a lower round trip efficiency than the
hydrogen/halogen systems. The added features of the hydrogen/oxygen system
that would allow it to be integrated into the life-support subsystem of a
manned type orbit does not come into consideration for the synchronous orbit
mission presented to the workshop and thus the hydrogen/halogen class of
system would be the logical candidate for consideration. The energy density
of fuel-cell/electrolysis combinations are highly dependent on the required
storage duration - much more so than for the more traditional cell/battery
storage systems. This stems from the fact that the power producing and
consuming portion of the system represents a more or less fixed weight and
the storage related portion of the system depends on the storage duration.
The requirement for circulation pumps represents a possible weak point of
this class of storage device. The fact that the total hours of actual
operation in this orbit is a rather small fraction of the calendar duration
may not preclude the consideration of these systems for this mission, where
reliability is so highly important. This type of system (H20-O2-H20
fuel-cell/electrolysis unit using SPE membrane technology) was under
development in the late 1960's by the Wright Patterson Air Force Base.
Detailed system designs need to carried out around a specific proposed
mission before entertaining any serious system development work. The early
SPE system hardware work needs to be reviewed to take into account all the
improvements and advances that have occurred within this technology. The
fuel-cell/electrolyzer systems can be based on either the acid ion exchange
membrane technology or the alkaline matrix technology. Although it would
appear that the all alkaline system have a lower overall weight, there is no
one supplier of both the fuel cell and the electrolyser unit. For the
higher energy density hydrogen/halogen systems, the ion exchange membrane
technology appears to be more advanced in terms of materials compatibility
and equipment performance. Since fuel cells and electrolyzer equipment are
currently being tested and their performances only partially established,
any effort towards the use of these technologies for SET applications should
address a system design and weight study to identify any technology holes.
NI_KEL-HYDROGEN BATTERY
Ni/H2 batteries, where each cell is contained in its own individual
pressure vessel (IPV), have been developed since 1971 by the Comsat
Corporation for GEO use and by the Air Force for LEO and GEO use. These
cells have a nominal 3.5-in.-diam, suitable for capacities up to about
70 A.hr. Comsat and Air Force Ni/H 2 batteries were flown successfully
on separate space experiments in 1977. Both types of cells have been
selected for operational missions in the early 1980's. The Air Force
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program is expanding to include a manufacturing technology program on the
3.5-in.-diam IPV cells (FY 80), exploratory development of 3.5-in.-diam
modules in which several cells are packaged in a common pressure vessel
(CPV) (FY 79), and advanced development of 4.5-in.-diam IPV cells (FY 81).
The larger 4.5-in.-diam components will allow IPV cells with capacities up
to 150 A.hr, and are potentially usable in 4.5-in.-diam CPV modulues
although that development is not currently planned.
NASA is becoming involved in Ni/H 2 battery activity in order to
contribute to a more rapid realization of the advantages offered by this
technology. NASA has formed an ad hoc committee of battery specialists from
the various centers to assess the state of the art, determine needs, and
develop a plan for such involvement. The Energy Storage Workshop did not
want to preempt the activities of the ad hoc committee with specific
recommendations at this time; however, certain outlines of a possible
natural division of effort between NASA and the Air Force, based on the
strengths and weaknesses of the Air Force program and on special areas of
NASA expertise, were discussed.
The Air Force program has emphasized the solution of cell design
problems that are unique to the Ni/H 2 couple and the development of an
integrated system of cell hardware whereby a wide variety of cell capacities
and configurations can be assembled from a minimum number of standard,
interchangeable components. The Air Force cell designs, driven by the high
rate, high cycle life requirements of LEO, have special, and apparently
effective, provisions for thermal management, oxygen management, and
electrolyte management. The Air Force hardware configurations are the
result of extensive computer aided design efforts. Although alternative
designs could be developed, it is unlikely that significant gains in weight
or volume energy density can be attained from configuration changes alone.
The one exception to this is a redesign of the endcap/terminal assembly to
reduce volume, but the Air Force has already started this activity.
INDUCTIVE ENERGY STORAGE
Inductive energy storage using superconducting coils appears capable of
weight energy densities in the 20 to 30 W.hr/Ib range. On the basis of
this energy density alone, the risk-to-reward ratio for this technology
would appear to be high compared with competing technologies. However,
inductive energy storage may have unique capabilities such as indifference
to depth-of-discharge and cycle life, ability to supply large quantities of
energy repetitively in a very short time, and use with electric rail gun
thrustors to provide rapid transit from LEO to GEO and subsequent eclipse
storage in GEO.
The Air Force is involved in research and manufacturing technology
programs on superconducting materials, and NASA is involved in complementary
work on cryogenic technology. Both NASA and the Air Force are considering
feasibility investigations of inductive energy storage that may lead to a
better definition of the relative merit of such technology. The workshop
elected to not make recommendations in this area in the absence of study
results defining the feasibility and relative merit of such devices.
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INERTIAL ENERGY STORAGE
One of two nonelectrochemical storage techniques discussed was the
possible use of flywheels (the other being inductive). On the surface, this
concept would appear to have a number of advantages over the more
traditional single-cell/battery energy storage. A single unit would produce
directly the voltage level required. The material on the possible use of
flywheels was presented by the Goddard Space Flight Center to the entire
Energy Storage Workshop. Although the ideas and rationale presented sounded
reasonable, workshop members lacked the proper background to be able to
judge this presentation. The Goddard group does feel that the paper studies
already done on possible storage systems were encouraging enough to merit
further development, leading to the ground testing of actual hardware.
Current topical reports on the use of flywheels for energy storage are under
review at Lewis. Much work at the conceptual design area has been carried
out under ERDA/DOE programs. The Europeans are also considering flywheels
as possible storage devices.
RESPONSE TO GUIDELINE QUESTIONS
Mission Model
The mission model indicates a continuing growth in power requirements
to levels that are much higher than those prevailing at present.
Fortunately, because of the modular nature of most energy storage devices,
large variations in power level do not demand large variations in energy
storage technology. A brute force approach to energy storage for high power
levels is possible with present technology, but this approach is likely to
be so heavy, complex, and costly that it effectively precludes many
important applications. Since energy storage will be an important factor in
any high power systems, advancements in energy storage technology must be
pursued if the weight, complexity, and cost of such systems is to be kept
within reasonable bounds. Several technology options with different
risk-to-reward ratios are available for consideration.
Technology Goals
Probably the single most widely used basis for comparing energy storage
devices is energy density (W.hr/Ib or W'hr/kg). If such a basis is
used, it is necessary to distinguish between the total energy density of a
device and the usable energy density when constrained by mission
requirements. It is also necessary to take into account special
characteristics of a device, which affect the weight of other parts of the
satellite. For this reason accurate comparisons of the energy density of
various storage approaches can only be made for specific missions, and
attempts to generalize may be very misleading. Recognizing these
difficulties, some generalizations must still be attempted. All energy
storage devices discussed in the workshop, except HEDB have, or are
projected to have, total energy densities in the 20 to 30 W-hr/Ib range.
HEDB's are the only devices projected to significantly improve on this range
to say 40 to 60 W.hr/ib. Since HEDB's are unlikely to be flight ready
until after 1990, reasonable goals for energy storage by 1990 would appear
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to be 30 W-hr/ib total energy density, with a requirement that a large
fraction of this be usable. After 1990 goals of 40 to 60 W'hr/ib may be
reasonable.
Adequacy of On-Going Programs and New Technology Required
Present Ni/Cd programs are probably adequate since highly developed
cells are available in a variety of sizes from manufacturers and since
nickel electrode and separator work applicable to Ni/Cd should continue
under Ni/H 2 development. Evolutionary improvements in Ni/Cd's can be
accommodated by manufacturers under competitive pressures with little or no
government support. Revolutionary improvements would require government
support, but it is unclear what revolutionary improvements are available to
Ni/Cd's that would enable them to surpass Ni/H 2 on a total merit basis.
Present and planned Ni/H 2 programs are adequate from the standpoint
of developing a flexible system of hardware configurations that should be
suitable for general purpose use at all power levels anticipated into the
1990's. Present and planned Ni/H 2 programs are not designed to make
significant improvements in separator and electrode technology or to develop
battery design and charge control technology. Such work needs to be done to
more fully realize the potential and accelerate the application of the
Ni/H 2 system.
The planned NASA program in fuel cell/electrolysis appears to be
inadequate for both LEO and GEO applications.
Present and planned near-term studies of flywheels and inductive energy
storage are adequate for now. Increased attention to these systems in the
future may be warranted as a result of these studies.
HEDB's offer the highest payoff and the highest risk for the long term
(post 1990). Much basic and applied work will continue to be funded by DOE
for terrestrial applications. Increased NASA funding now for space
applications would be beneficial in a diffuse way, but should not be
expected to dramatically accelerate the identification of a system suitable
for space. When such an identification can be made and resources focused,
an aggressive program should be pursued.
Delta Resources
No increase is required for Ni/Cd development unless cell case or
cadmium electrode improvements are desired. Some separator and nickel
electrode benefits will accrue to Ni/Cd indirectly, if our recommendations
for work in these areas for Ni/H 2 are acted upon.
The greatest need for increased resources within NASA is for Ni/H 2
because of the very low level of current NASA activity here and the imminent
flight readiness of the technology.
Some increase in resources is required for fuel cell/electrolysis to
assess this technology for GEO applications.
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Current resources are adequate for planned studies of flywheels (NASA)
and inductive energy storage (Air Force).
The greatest uncertainty in resource allocation is related to HEDB's.
Certainly work must be sustained at least at current levels and possibly
increased• Once an HEDB clearly suitable for space applications can be
identified, a sharp increase in resources should be justified•
Present Roles
Present roles associate Ni/Cd, fuel-cell/electrolysis, flywheel and
HEDB with NASA; and Ni/H 2 and inductive and HEDB with the Air Force.
Future Roles
Present roles should change in only two areas - soon in Ni/H 2 and
later in HEDB.
In Ni/H 2 the Air Force should pursue its present course in completing
its system of hardware configurations. NASA should formulate a plan for
increased Ni/H 2 involvement that builds on and complements Air Force
activity.
The HEDB area is currently broad enough to justify and easily encompass
nonduplicative efforts by both agencies. As progress occurs, technological
targets are likely to converge to one or two preferred approaches• As this
happens, increasing coordination will be required to define agency roles•
FLYWHEEL
Set Technology Objectives Needed - Assessment of Advanced Power Systems
• To develop concepts, perform feasibility analyses, and design and
develop a power system utilizing inertial energy storage.
• To demonstrate that high overall system efficiency and reliability
can be obtained for power systems with inertial energy storage•
Under previous study contracts the improvement in performance
anticipated from a rotary energy storage system by incorporating magnetic
bearings, electronic commutation, ironless armature construction, and vacuum
operation into the design was evaluated. The study also evaluated the use of
composite or super-flywheel construction practice compared with conventional
high-strength steel. Results did not uncover any critical technical
obstacles. A "best design" that identified the rim design, suspension
system, and motor-generator design that offer the highest probability of
meeting the goals of maximizing energy density, power density, and
through-put efficiency greater than 60 percent was disclosed.
The effort proposed under this plan will extend the previously
completed analysis to include the total power system• A feasibility study
will examine various concepts for a multikilowatt power system using
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mechanical energy storage. Comparisons with electrochemical systems will be
made. Examples of items to be considered include power range, ac vs. dc
operation, solar array design compatibility, system operating voltages and
frequencies, distribution including power transfer across rotary joints,
modularization of power units and power system, availability of
off-the-shelf components, payload compatibility, and overall technical
requirements and risk for the system. In addition, the feasibility study
will define and scope the task required for a system definition phase. This
initial effort will consummate with a study report.
The system definition phase will be performed under contract. The
contractor will develop a detailed configuration for the advanced power
system utilizing inertial energy storage. This effort will consist of
system definition, breadboarding hardware, and in some cases building
prototype hardware. Specific emphasis will be placed on the inertial energy
storage unit and conversion and control electronics.
During previous studies, a limited test program identified problems in
using conventional shaft driven test equipment to measure the performance of
a floating rim design storage unit. Further work in this area is required
to fully characterize the inertia storage device. The most effective
approach is to build a scale model of an inertial storage unit and operate
it as an integral part of a power system test. It is envisioned that the
model would be capable of 2 to 3 kW hr of energy storage and contain all
major power electronics, inverters, control loops, distribution equipment,
and solar array simulator. Overall power system performance parameters
would be characterized and the feasibility of modularized power system that
could be cascaded into a much larger system (up to 25 kW) would be
demonstrated.
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Jim Miller NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Dan Soltis NASA Lewis Research Center
Charles Oberly Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Robert Cataldo NASA Lewis Research Center
Julian Been NASA Lewis Research Center
Don Warnock Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
John J. Smithrick NASA Lewis Research Center
Hoyt McBryar NASA Johnson Space Center
Margaret Reid NASA Lewis Research Center
Irwin M. Schulman Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Philip A. Studer NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
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FUEL CELL SET TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES - ONGOINGa,b
• NO ACTIVITY IN EITHER FUEL CELLS OR BATTERIES SPECIFICALLY ORIENTED TOWARD
GEO OPERATIONS: ONLY FOR LEO OPERATIONS
• H2/02 FUEL CELL AND ELECTROLYZERS (REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL SYSTEMS) FOR
LEO OPERATIONS
• BREADBOARD FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION - 1982
• ENGINEERING MODEL AND "TECHNOLOGY READINESS" DEMONSTRATION - 1985
FUEL CELL SET TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES - NEEDEDa,b
I. ANALYTICAL STUDY FOR GEO OPERATIONS - DUTY CYCLE, CHARGE/DISCHARGE
REQUIREMENTS , ETC.
A. HYDROGEN/OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
B. HYDROGEN HALOGEN FUEL CELLS
II. CELL TECHNOLOGY
A. CELL SIZING
B. CELL DEVELOPMENT
I. LONG-TERM STORAGE (INACTIVE) EFFECTS
2. ACTIVATION REQUIREMENTS
3. CYCLIC DUTY
III. STACK TECHNOLOGY
A. THERMAL MANAGEMENT
B. MASS MANAGEMENT
C. SCALE-UP
IV. BREADBOARD EVALUATION
V. ENGINEERING MODEL FIELD TESTING
aAll resource and schedule information are committee recommendations and
do not reflect any committment by NASA or by the Air Force.
bSubmitted by Johnson Space Center personnel.
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BATTERY SET TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES - NEEDEDa
I. CELL EFFORT
A. 200-250 AH Ni-H 2 CELL DEVELOPMENT
i. SCALE-UP OF PRESENT AIR FORCE 50 AH TECHNOLOGY
2. INCREMENTAL DEVELOPMENT FOR SCALE-UP PROBLEMS
B. CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF Li-AI/FeS
i. POTENTIAL FOR 10-YR LIFE, 40 W hr/ib, $100/kW hr
2. APPLICATION SIMILARITIES TO TERRESTRIAL VEHICLE PROPULSION & LOAD
LEVELING
3. DEVELOPMENT EFFORT REQUIRED FOR APPLICATION TO GEO OPERATIONAL
DIFFERENCES
II. BATTERY EFFORTS
A. Ni-H 2 BATTERY
I. ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
2. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
a. V-A CHARACTERISTIC
b. THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
c. LIFE POTENTIAL
d. SAFETY AND OFF-LIMITS
B. Li-AI/FeS
I. AS CERTAIN APPLICABILITY OF PRESENT HARDWARE
2. DEVELOP MODIFIED CELL/BATTERY PROTOTYPES
3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION (AS FOR Ni-H2)
III. SYSTEM EVALUATION
A. HIGH VOLTAGE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
B. CHARGE/DISCHARGE CONTROL
C. THERMAL CONTROL
D. MODULAR PACKAGING CONCEPT
E. REPLACEMENT PHILOSOPHY
aAll resource and schedule information are committee recommendations and
do not reflect any committment by NASA or by the Air Force.
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G-NEW TECHNOLOGY, TARGETS
80 81 82 83 84 85
I I
Inertia] Power System Concept Study
Hardware Definition Contract
Hardware Definition - Final Report [ i
Ground Test Hardware [ I
Ground Test - Final Report
ONGOING TECHNOLOGY TARGETS
(0sc)
so sl 82 83 84 85
BREADBOARDTEST •
ENGINEERINGMODELTEST •
NEW TECHNOLOGY TARGETS
(JSC)
80 81 82 83 84 85
ANALYTICALTRADES
(H2/02, H2/X) •
A
CELLTECHNOLOGY
STACKTECHNOLOGY l •_____
BREADBOARDEVALUATION •
ENGINEERINGMODELEVALUATION •
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POWER MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP 1
The objective of the Power Management Workshop was to review the
NASA/Air Force High Orbit Spacecraft Energy Technology Program concept,
define the elements of present programs which will meet the technology goals
presented, identify areas of new technology not presently under development,
and estimate any "delta" resources required to meet the program requirements.
MISSION MODEL
The Power Management panel reviewed the mission model, discussed the
basic assumptions, and made comparisons to space power systems of past and
future (25-kW power module) spacecraft. In general the panel felt the
mission model was a good one, though ambitions in some areas.
(i) The payload capability of the Shuttle-IUS to insert the mission
model into geosynchronous orbit is 2269 kg. This will place a severe weight
limit on some of the subsystems. Of major concern is the solar array and
energy storage subsystems.
(2) The proposed energy storage capacity was 2-1/2 kW hr during
eclipse. Powering down during eclipse places an undesirable limitation on
the overall capability of the system. A vigorous technology effort is
recommended to significantly lower the specific mass (g/J) of the energy
storage subsystem.
(3) The mission model is expected to service a number of users whose
requirements may differ from each other and may change during the life of
the mission model. Concerns were raised about the power system
obsolescence. It was recommended that the power system be flexible to
easily accommodate different users. The user must be expected to do some of
the fine tuning peculiar to his system requirements.
TECHNOLOGY GOALS
The mission model proposed is a geosynchronous, free-flyer power
station capable of providing 25 kW of regulated power during daylight and an
energy capacity of 2.5 kW'hr during eclipse. A thermal control subsystem
will be capable of rejecting 28 kilowatts of heat. Users will be able to
reject 25 kW to the power station by means of a simple thermal interface and
a 3-kW capability would be provided to reject power conversion and
distribution losses. Additionally the power station must be compatible with
a Shuttle-IUS interface.
The panel discussed the effect of these base requirements on the power
IAII resource and schedule information are committee recommendations and
do not reflect any committment by NASA or by the Air Force.
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subsystem and attempted to identify the technology advances necessary to
meet the goals. Results and recommendations are shown in table I.
Historically, power systems have accounted for approximately one-third
of the spacecraft weight. The power system was assumed to include solar
arrays, power conditioning, including distribution and control, and energy
storage. Using this ratio, the power system weight budget would be
approximately 700 kg. By 1985 technology advances in components and circuit
techniques should provide high power converters with a specific mass of
about i kg/kW. It is estimated that the distribution and control, including
the rotary power transfer device, switch gear, distribution buses, and power
interfaces at the user point of load can be achieved within 2 kg/kW. As
shown in figure 2 the technology goal for power conditioning and
distribution is recommended at 3 kg/kW or 75 kg. If the 700 kg assumed for
the power system is valid, approximately 625 kg would be available for solar
arrays and energy storage. As mentioned previously this places severe
weight limits on these subsystems.
During the discussion of the effect of the distribution voltage on the
weight of power conditioning and distribution, references were made to
previous studies which show that significant reductions in weight can be
realized in the 300- to 400-volt range. Interactions between high voltage
and the space environment are a concern, and it is recommended that
performance verification experiments be carried out to eliminate
uncertainties. The 400 volts should provide a reasonable derating for
semiconductors. The final choice of the voltage should be based on weight,
losses, and reliability to meet the life time requirement.
Should the power distribution be ac or dc? Pros and cons were
discussed. Some of the benefits of an ac system would be simpler switch
gear - which could be activated when the current goes through zero to
minimize transient interactions - and a simpler power interface at the user
location with a "split" transformer and the ability to step the voltage up
or down to match the user. The workshop members felt more work needs to be
done to define the ac benefits and problems and to demonstrate the ac system
proof of concept. The members recommend that continued emphasis be placed
on a dc distribution system. A concern was raised that an ac system might
be electromagnetically visible and therefore detectable.
Autonomous fault protection. - The power station concept must be
capable of providing regulated power to different users with different
demands, and it must perform for at least I0 years. Care must be taken to
insure that user faults or internal system faults do not lead to
catostrophic failures. The members felt that autonomous fault protection is
a must for such an unmanned satellite. This self-protection feature should
be included at the outset of the system design with preliminary definition
and breadboard demonstration preceding the design.
Radiation hardness. - In the discussion dealing with the requirement of
10-year lifetime, concerns were raised about radiation hardness. Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) had recently studied radiation effects on a power
converter using conventional bipolar transistors and has determined that
shielding will be required to meet a 5-year life. The shielding will
increase the mass between i0 and 15 percent. The potential radiation
effects on present-day semiconductors and components should be studied for
the geosynchronous orbit.
Modelin$ and analysis. - The proposed geosynchronous 25-kW power
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station will focus a number of new technologies into a new system. The
performance of the subsystems and interactions between those subsystems are
largely unknown. Modeling and analysis of the system performance would be
an invaluable guide to help the system designer uncover potential
performance problems before "cutting" hardware. One example of the problems
that might come up is the interactions between the solar array and the power
converters whose input impedance is negative. The PM panel recommends an
early effort in system performance modeling and analysis.
Reliability. - One of the major drivers will be reliability. Concerns
were raised that 10-year lifetimes will be difficult to achieve for a high
voltage, high power station in the geosynchronous environment.
In conclusion on technology goals, the members recommend that a low
Earth orbit test should be performed to verify the design approach.
DEFINE ELEMENTS OF PRESENT PROGRAMS WHICH
WILL MEET TECHNOLOGY GOALS
As shown in table II, the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
(AFWAL) and NASA Lewis Research Center have technology programs to develop
power converters with a goal of i kg/kW (packaged) at 25 kilowatts. Target
dates for this technology is 1982.
Autonomous fault protection technology is being developed for aircraft
power systems by AFWAL and for space power systems by NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center. Both agencies are well along in their programs and feel this
technology could easily be adapted to the proposed GEO power station.
Four major studies are in progress which will be helpful in focusing
technology approaches. AFWAL has a study to develop a conceptual design of
a high voltage high power system. NASA Goddard Space Flight Center has two
efforts: (i) the development of ac/dc model for 2-to 15-kW power subsystem
and (2) a study of inertial energy for space power systems. Outputs of
these studies may enter in the resolution of ac versus dc distribution
systems. An "on array" regulation study has been studied by NASA Lewis to
identify the characteristics of a solar array switching approach to power
management and estimate the benefits that could be achieved.
NASA Marshall is presently developing a high voltage dc (300 V)
system. Power conversion is accomplished with a programable power processor
(p3) which is a 3-kW buck converter capable operating over a broad input
range up to 300 volts. Components and subsystems are also in progress.
NASA Lewis has an on going program to provide the technology of high
voltage, high power components, transmission lines, rotary power devices,
and power converters. Prototype 25-kW transistorized switch gear should be
ready by 1982. Additionally a technology effort is under way to develop an
ac power converter.
IDENTIFY NEW TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED FOR THE PROGRAM
The workshop members have identified the new technology efforts (see
table III) that would be required for the geosynchronous 25-kW power station
program.
i. Satellite high-frequency studies should be carried out to define and
quantify electromagnetic visibility and detectability.
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2. A power system tradeoff study should be performed to determine
distribution voltage, type of distribution (ac or dc), power conversion
approach, point of load, and input interface requirements and to develop a
preliminary power system design. An assessment should be made of an
inertial energy storage subsystem to determine its advantages for the
proposed power station concept.
3. System performance modeling techniques should be developed to guide
system designers.
4. Radiation hardened components should be developed for long life
geosynchronous application.
5. Technology readness should be demonstrated through performance
verification tests. LEO experiment tests should be performed to eliminate
uncertainties.
6. A technology effort should be initiated to perform an ac system
proof of concept. Major ac components should be developed and tested at the
subsystem level.
Estimated resources are shown in table IV.
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
Fred Terdan (Chairman) NASA Lewis Research Center
Wayne Hudson NASA Headquarters
Jim Graves NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Mike Dougherty Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Jim Holt Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Martin Valozra NASA Lewis Research Center
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TABLE I. " TECHNOLOGY GOALS
(I)HIGHERSPECIFICPOWER ISA MAJOR ISSUE
HISTORICALLYPOWERSYSTEMWEIGHTIS=]J3SPACECRAFTWEIGHT
SOLARARRAYSAND ENERGYSTORAGE 600kg
POWERCONDfflONINGANDDISTRIBUTIONa
/00kg
BUTAMAJORPROBLEMEXISTSFOR SOLARARRAYSAND ENERGYSTORAGEFOR
AN IUSLAUNCH(2269kg)
(2)DISTRIBUTIONVOLTAGESSHOULDBEINTHE3(]0-400V RANGE
(3)AC VERSUSDC
AF ISCONCERNEDABOUTELECTROMAGNETICVISIBILITYAND DETECTABILITYOFAN
AC SYSTEM.
CONTINUEMPHASISON DC SYSTEMWHILEDEFININGAC SYSTEMBENEFITSAND
PROBLEMS.
{4)AUTONOMOUSFAULTPROTECTIONISA MAJOR CONCERN
(.5)RADIATIONHARDNESSMAY BEA LIMITINGFACTORON LIFETIME
16)SYSTEMPERFORMANCEMODELINGAND ANALYSIS
(?)LEOlESTSHOULDBEPERFORMEDTO VERIFYDESIGNAPPROACH
(B)RELIABILffYTOMEETTO-YEARLIFEISA CONCERN,MODULARITYIMPACTMUST BEASSESSED
aCOULDBEDONEAT15kg.
TABLE IT. - ELEMENTS OF PRESENT PROGRAMS WHICH WILL
MEET TECHNOLOGY GOALS
AFWAL POWERPROCESSINGAT IkaJl(W(PACKAGED)INDEVELOPMENT
AIRCRAFTAUTONOMOUSFAULTPROTECTIONPROGRAM
- HVHPS STUDYPROBABLYWILLMEETGOALOFA SUITABLE
CONCEPTUALDESIGN
NASAGoddard AC/DCMODELFOR POWER SUBSYSTEM(2-15kW)TOSTART'80
INERTIALENERGYSTORAGEINPROGRESSHELPStNRESOLUTIONOF
AC VERSUSDC
NASAMarshatl AUTOMATEDPOWERMANAGEMENTTECHNIQUESINDEVELOPMENT
PRESENTLYDEVELOPINGA HIGH-VOLTAGEDC (300V)SYSTEM
COMPONENTAND SUBSYSTEMDEVELOPMENT
NASALewis ARRAY REGULATIONSTUDYHAS BEENSTARTED
DEVELOPINGCOMPONENTSFORA DC SYSTEM
PURSUINGTHEDEVELOPMENTOfAN AC POWERCONVERTER
- PURSUINGTRANSMISSIONLINETECHNOLOGY
DC SWffCHGEAR SHOULDBEREADYIN'82
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TABLE III. - NEW TECHNOLOGYREQUIREDFOR THE PROGRAM
AFWAL- SATELLITEHF "VISIBILITY"STUDIESTODEFINEHF DETECTIONPROBLEM
SYSTEMMODELINGANDTESTSSHOULDBEPERFORMED
NASAGod(lard- EXTENSIONOFANALYTICALMODELINGTO25kWLEVELIS NEEDED
ASSESSIMPACTOFINERTIALENERGYSTORAGEPOWERSYSTEMFORTHIS
APPLICATION
NASAMarshall - DEVELOPRADIATIONHARDENEDCOMPONENTS
PERFORMANCEVERIFICATIONTOGEOENVIRONMENT
NASALewis - PERFORMPOWERSYSTEMTRADE-OFFSTUDY
PERFORMAC SYSTEMPROOFOFCONCEPT
DEVELOPMAJORACCOMPONENTSANDPERFORM
VERIFYTECHNOLOGYREADINESS
TABLE IV. - NEW TECHNOLOGYRESOURCE,S
82 83 84 8P
S/MY S/MY S/MY S/MY
NASA Goddard 50 150 LS0 50
NASALewis 150 500 300 50
NASAMarshall 150 100 100 50
AFWAL 100 200 200 --
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